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ABSTRACT 
This Report is a summary of work conducted in 1990 and 1991 by researchers at the 
University of Central Florida, Institute for Simulation and Training on the develop-
ment of a computer-based Forms Translator Assistant (FfA). Using the PTA, non-
English speaking travelers could receive speech and text instructions to assist them in 
filling out the U.S. Customs Declaration form CF6059B. 
Spanish was the language chosen for the initial project, which covered the analysis, 
design, development and evaluation of the PTA. This project examined the potential 
advantages of using a combination of animation, recorded speech flIes delivered via 
a telephone handset, and text instructions presented on a computer screen. . 
This research into the use of a computer to successfully deliver self-paced, interactive 
instructions in a selected foreign language was considered a critical element in the 
design and development of an automated capability to complete the required Customs 
and Immigration and Naturalization Service entry forms. 
The project evaluated the developed proof-of-concept system and determined the 
design to be easily used and appreciated by those seeking accurate instructions 
delivered in their own language. Recommendations were made to continue research 
and development, which would add additional languages and provide the ability to 
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This technical report is submitted as the final report ofU. S. Customs Service Contract CS-I-91-32892-
2/003. It discusses the analysis, design, development, and evaluation of a Proof -of-Concept demonstra-
tion for a Forms Translator Assistant (FT A) in Spanish. 
1.2 BACKGROUND 
The FT A was conceived and developed as an application of computer technology under research at the 
University of Central Florida (UCF), Institute for Simulation and Training (lSn. The technology under 
examination in the Computer Assisted Language Laboratory (CALL), was focused on a newly emerging 
capability to voice record to and reproduce speech from personal computers. The emphasis of this 
research was to use low-cost, commercially available, hardware and software to deliver language 
instruction. The FT A was developed to provide both native speech and text to a user seeking instructions 
in how to complete a required form in English. 
The research issues facing the successful development of the FT A were many and varied. To provide 
simple and intuitive instructions, using the full capabilities of a computer to reach the widest possible 
user population became the initial design goal of an 1ST in-house developed demonstration program 
(Calderon, et al ,1990). The U. S. Customs Declaration Form, Customs Service form 6059B (Spanish) 
1984, was selected as the basis for the prototype demo development. This form was selected after 
consulting with two local (Orlando) U. S. Customs Agents. (See Appendix A). 
The resulting demonstration software of the FTA was copyrighted on 17 January 1991 under U. S. 
Copyright TXU 453746. The copyright is held by Dan Mullally, German Calderon, Xavier Calderon 
and the University of Central Florida. This FTA demo program was demonstrated widely throughout 
1991 to U. S. Customs and Immigration Services personnel as well as the general public. A 
demonstration of this FT A was presented to U. S. Customs, R&D Division in Washington, DC in June 
1990. 
The participation of the U. S. Customs Service was sought and gained to participate in the full 
development of a FT A under the Florida High Technology and Industry Council (FlITIC) Applied 
Research Grant Program in October of 1990. The Fr A project was not selected in the competitive 
evaluation held by the FHTIC. 
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Failing to gain FHTIC support, on 27 March 1991 ~e FfA project was proposed to the U. S. Customs 
Service, Research and Development Division as an unsolicited proposal. To speed development, the 
FT A development project was tailored to the constraints of a small purchase so as to not exceed the 
$25,000.00 limitation of a purchase order. The Purchase Order was signed by the U. S. Customs, 
National Finance Center on 22 July 1991. The PO was modified twice on 31 July 1991, to correct 
discrepancies in wording. The period of performance of six months was established from the date of 
signing, 7(22/91, untillf31/92. 
On 29 December 1991 a No-Cost Extension was requested by the 1ST Principal Investigator due to the 
delays experienced in developing an appropriate 6059B Form. The No-Cost Extension was received 
from the U. S. Customs, National Finance Center on 16 January 1991. This extension was required to 
provide time to complete the FT A project which was delayed by the development of a U. S. Customs 
Declaration Form 6059B (CF6059B) Prototype in English by 1ST. A Spanish translation of the 
Prototype CF6059B was then prepared. English and Spanish instructions on how to complete the new 
Prototype CF6059B questions were written, recorded on audio tape and then recorded to the FTA 
computer hard drive. The development of the 6059B was an unanticipated hindrance to the timely 
completion of the Ff A contract 
1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT 
The stated research objectives of the Ff A project were to: 
• Take advantage of recent advances in computer technology which support computer 
delivered speech and text; 
• Design a functional Forms Translator Assistant in as short a time as possible; and, 
• Produce and test this Forms Translator Assistant for proof-of-concept within six months (or 
sooner) after program start. 
2. STATEMENT OF WORK 
2.1 TASKS REQUIRED BY THE STATEMENT OF WORK 
The Statement of Work, in the original 1ST FfA proposal, listed four separate tasks. These tasks were 
designed to develop and evaluate an Ff A demonstration program and develop specification for a full 
scale development in additional languages. The proof-of-concept demonstration of the FT A was to be 
completed within a 6 month period.. The project tasks are listed below: 
(1) Develop a demonstration program of the FfA in Spanish, 
(2) Demonstrate and evaluate the proof-of-concept program, 
(3) Give demonstration and briefmgs to sponsor, 
(4) Develop specifications for full scale development in additional languages. 
The scope of the proof-of-concept demonstration of the Ff A was defmed by the selection of the form 
(CF6059B), the equipment suite (lBMTM compatible PC with Covox Speech ThingTM ) and the Spanish 








































3.1 TASK ANALYSIS 
The task analysis for the initial design of the FfA sought to identify and develop: 
(1) the appropriate presentation format for the CF6059B in both English and Spanish, 
(2) the instructions needed to complete the CF6059B in both English and Spanish, 
(3) the elements of information necessary for the user to interact with the computer to seek and 
receive instructions. 
3.1.1 CF6059B Design and Content Analysis 
An analysis of the appropriate presentation format for the CF6059B was conducted. The initial step in 
this analysis was to determine the format for the computer graphic presentation of the CF6059B required 
in the FfA presentation. The U. S. Customs Declaration Form CF6059B (102584) (Spanish) was 
originally proposed by 1ST for this proof-of-concept application of the FfA. (See Appendix A). 
Liaison was made with U.S. Customs Service-Headquarters, Office of Passenger Enforcement and 
Facilitation, Inspection and Control Division. It was determined that Customs Declaration Form 6059B 
(102584) had been modified in 1988 (042988) and again in 1989 (092089) and was due for a further 
revision in 1992. (See Appendices B, and C). All versions of the CF6059B (1984,88,89) asked as 
question number 1: "Name" in the format: Last, First, Middle. Only the 1984 version of the CF6059B 
asked, as question number 2, the "Number of family members traveling with you?" The 1988 and 1989 
versions of the CF6059B asked for the "Date of Birth (DOB)" as the second question to accommodate 
the provisions of the Advanced Passenger Information System (APIS). 
The planned 1992 revision was required to expand the information content of the questions contained 
in the declaration form. Questions on country of residency and the last countries visited were to be added 
to the redesigned CF6059B. The 11 question 6059B form was to be expanded to include 12 questions, 
some such as: name, citizenship/residency, and countries visited, having multiple parts. 
The design and content analysis of the CF6059B had to consider the requirements of the Advanced 
Passenger Information System (APIS). The APIS system was designed to interface with the Interagency 
Border Inspection System (mIS). mls was created as a result of a study by the Office of Management 
and Budget (OMB) to acquire "lookout" information. This name and DOB format (coupled with the 
passenger's document numbers, if available) was a key element in the design of the APIS. The APIS 
provides the mls the pre-arrival passenger information to the Customs Service Data Center. The APIS 
information is then made available to the mls equipped airports via the Treasury Enforcement 
Communications System IT (TECS IT). 
Several issues were raised during the design and content analysis of the CF6059B. The first design issue 
revolved around the placement of the signature block on the form. The form design was examined from 
the perspective of the user versus the inspecting officer. It was noted, during the initial task analysis, 
that the Customs Inspector receiving the CF6059B from the traveller had to scan the front and back of 
the form for completeness. He had to check the blocks on the front to see if any were marked Yes, which 
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would require further action on his part. Additionally, he had to tum the card over to see if the signature 
block was completed with signature and date. 
Another design issue centered on the format of the Date of Birth (DOB) and the Date of Signature (DOS). 
In the analysis of the various CF6059Bs it was noted that the fonnat for requesting dates varied from form 
to form. In 1984 for DOB the Month/Day/Y ear format was used, for DOS the Month/Day/Y ear format 
was used. In 1988 and 1989 the format was Day!Month!Year. The INS forms 1-94 and I-94W used the 
Day!Month!Y ear format. An informal survey among the Spanish speaking students attending the 
University of Central Florida determined that a standard protocol of Day!Month!Y ear is an accepted 
standard, the rule followed is simple ... "enter from the smallest to largest value." 
The issue of the size or dimensions of the CF6059B form was analyzed. A suggestion to make the card 
the size to "fit the shirt pocket" was examined and discarded as ambiguous from the perspective of the 
male/female clothing standard that requirement suggested. Observations of travelers moving through 
the "Airport of the 1990's" demonstrated that the larger the card the greater the probability that the 
traveler would not put the card away in an inner pocket or in a purse or bag after clearing INS primary 
inspection, picking up their luggage and proceeding to Customs! Agriculture secondary inspection. User 
cornmentson the size of the CF6059B lead to a determination thatthe41/4" x 8 1{2" format (Half Page) 
was a useful size for carrying, storing and fIling. The volume of detailed instructions, required to explain 
the declaration requirements, provide the required warnings and have space for the various "Paperwork 
Reduction" and "Burden" statements, easily justifies the increased CF6059B form size. 
3.1.2 Instructions for Completing the CF6059B Analysis 
A survey of the U.S. Customs Service-Headquarters, Office of Passenger Enforcement and Facilitation, 
Inspection and Control Division and the U. S. Customs Service Academy, Inspection and Control 
Training Division (FLETC, Glynco, GA) indicated that no formal written instructions on how to 
complete the CF6059B had ever been developed by the U. S. Customs Service. Major airlines, for 
example, were questioned on the procedures and instructions they used to assist foreign national 
passengers in completing the CF6059B and I-94/94W. 
It was determined that if any instructions had been developed they had been the work of airlines 
attempting to develop aids to assist foreign nationals travelling on their airline. The rules for fIlling out 
the "Baggage Declaration" or "Bag Dec" appear to have been a outgrowth of the original oral declaration 
made by travelers to the Customs Officer at the port of entry. The "Bag Dec" is used for all international 
airline passengers, sea travelers on Passenger and Cruise Ships and some selected land travelers. 
3.1.3 FT A Human Computer Interface Analysis 
The initial task analysis for the FT A identified a human computer interface (HCI) design requirement 
that would allow for the delivery of spoken, written, and non-verbal instructions to the largest possible 
user population. The purpose of the FT A was to replace the human in the presentation of instructions 
in how to fill out the selected form, the 60598. That inferred the broadest HCI design parameters, capable 




































The HCI design issues were critical to the success of the Ff A. The Ff A design had to encompass the 
delivery of text, speech, and animated (non-verbal) instructions to reach the widest possible audience 
of users (Calderon, et al, 1990). The HCI analysis design issues focused on: 
• Visual presentation (Computer Screen) 
• Speech presentation (Telephone Handset) 
• Control interface (Keypad) 
The Visual Presentation: A computer screen had to be designed to accommodate the presentation of 
the initial interface instructions in multiple languages. The screen had to provide unambiguous and 
intuitive visual instructions to the first time computer user. The screen had to be designed to 
accommodate the widest possible literacy. The screen had to be able to survive rough use in a public 
environment. (Galitz, 1985) (Gilmore, 1989). 
The Speech Presentation: The speech presentation of the Ff A instructions had to be accessible to the 
widest range of user hearing capability. The FfA had to provide recognizable speech instructions in a 
public environment without adding to the noise pollution of, for example, an international airport arrivals 
area. It had to provide user selectible speech amplification levels to accommodate the provisions of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act without adding to the ambient noise level. It had to deliver oral 
instructions to users whose hands might be occupied with other tasks such as writing, or operating the 
user control interface. 
The Control Interface: An analysis of the requirements for the user to interface with the computer 
presented instructions of the Ff A indicated that a simple intuitive control would be required. The control 
interface had to be rugged to withstand continued use in a public access environment. It had to provide 
positive tactile feedback to the user to indicate interaction and acceptance of the desired input. The 
device had to provide a widely accepted and easily understood fonnat for recognition. 
3.2 HARDWARE ANALYSIS 
Previous research and development experience with the design of low-cost, computer-based speech 
presentation at 1ST had established a requirement to provide an mMTM compatible PC with Covox 
Speech ThingTM in the development of the FfA proof-of-concept demonstration. A telephone type 
keypad was determined to best suit the need for a user control interface. 
3.3 SOFfW ARE ANALYSIS 
The previous ISTresearch and development experience with the initial Ff A demonstration program was 
used as a departure point for the software analysis in the development of the Ff A proof-of-concept 
project. Commercially available software (IBM LinkWayTM) was analyzed, tested and used when 
available and suitable in the development of the Ff A. Additional unique software was written in Turbo 
C++TM to provide screen time out control protocols and keypad interface routines. 
3.4 SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS 
Analysis of the Ff A design requirements were positive and indicated a low-risk approach using the 
previously developed FfA demonstration as a departure point with respect to hardware, software and 
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design approach. A decision to procure and use LinkwayTM as the development software shell was made 
after a survey of commercially available software determined it to be the best available product. 
The initial task analysis for the Ff A identified a design requirement to allow the delivery of oral and 
written instructions to the largest possible user population. That requirement inferred the broadest 
design parameters to ensure the widest presentation capability, from the most literate to the least literate 
user. Oral and written text instructions that would meet the lowest literacy level were required. Spanish 
was selected as the target language for the Proof-of-Concept development phase of the Ff A in the initial 
proposal. This language was picked due to the availability of both Spanish speaking developers and test 
subjects at UCF and in central Florida. 
While searching for the optimally simplistic interface device for the user to interact with a computer the 
telephone keypad was examined in detail. The recent increase in telephone voice mail systems has given 
rise to a variety of systems using the keypad as a user control device. The metaphor of the telephone 
keypad is international in character. The use of a telephone keypad as an input device can bridge the 
international language barrier by using the familiar arabic numbers (1-9 plus the 0) and the recognizable 
images of the # (pound) and the * (star). 
A analysis of the state-of-the-art in telephone keypad interface designs available ruled out the use of the 
familiar Dual Tone Multiple Frequency (DTMF) system. The reason for this decision is that an interface 
card similar to a telephone modem must be installed in a computer in order for it to interface with 
commercial telephone lines. Power for this system is provided by the telephone, not by the computer. 
The design of the FT A did not require this degree of complexity nor additional cost. 
Analysis of the format of the CF6059B to be used in the Ff A design required a choice be made between 
the three different forms currently in circulation; or the design of a new form created with a view of 
computer presentation. In light of the obsolescence of all the available CF6059B forms, it was 
determined that none of the available CF6059B forms were appropriate for use as the basis for the FT A 
proof-of-concept demonstration. The decision was made to design a new 14 question form in English 
and Spanish based on the INS I-94/94W format. (See Appendices F and G). 
3.5 DESIGN APPROACH SELECTED 
The user was presented an animated choice of languages on a computer with intuitive graphic 
instructions on how to interact with the computer using a telephone style keypad. Once a language is 
selected screen text and telephone handset delivered oral instructions will be provided to the user. The 
user can select a numbered question shown on the screen, which corresponds to the question numbers 
of the printed CF6059B Spanish Prototype. The user will receive detailed instructions, in text on screen, 
and recorded native speech via the telephone handset. 
The ability of the Customs inspector to assist or to answer disputed questions is facilitated by providing 
a printed English text presentation of the translation. - With continued use, some level of language 










































4.1 CUSTOMS DECLARATION FORM 60598 DESIGN 
After consultation with the Contracting Officers Technical Representative (COTR) of the Ff A project, 
the design of the Ff A CF6059B was changed. A decision was made to use the 1992 prototype revision 
developed by 1ST for the Ff A proof-of-concept demonstration. 
Major changes were made to the size, question formatting and sequence, date of birth-and signature 
format, declaration signature placement, and the incorporation of printing guides on the prototype 
6059B. These design changes provided for an easier scanning treatment by the inspecting Customs 
Officer by aligning the yes/no blocks and forcing the BLOCK PRINT IN ALL CAPITALS format by 
providing vertical printing guide tick marks. Additionally these design changes brought the CF6059B 
more in line with the INS 1-94 and I -94W forms (See Appendix E) offering a future automated date entry 
capability and providing a question format standardization and common presentation methodology. 
Based on the analysis a 14 question CF6059B was created in draft form in English by 1ST and provided 
to the Inspection and Control Division (Appendix D) for approval. A critical design decision was made 
to move the signature block to the front of the 6059B. This reduced the computer graphic display 
requirement of the FfA while greatly improving the ability to review the 6059B for accuracy and 
completeness by the inspecting officer. This form was subsequently modified (Appendix F) and 
approved. A Spanish prototype (Appendix G) was produced from the approved English prototype form 
and was used in the design and development of the FT A. The prototype English CF6059B form produced 
by 1ST in conjunction with this FT A project is currently undergoing review for adoption by the U.S. 
Customs Service. 
4.2 HARDWARE DESIGN 
Previous research and development experience with the design of low-cost, computer-based speech 
presentation at 1ST had established a requirement to provide an mMTM compatible PC with Covox 
Speech ThingTM in the development of the FT A proof-of-concept demonstration. 
It was recognized early in the design phase that provisions to shield the FTA computer, keypad and 
speech generation equipment from vandalism or theft had to be provided, if the Ff A were to be put in 
a position to service the public. This requirement led to the development of a moveable box-like 
container offering protection to the FTA equipment suite. This container was labeled the "kiosk". 
The kiosk was constructed for the Ff A by the principal investigator from scrap components. The two 
foot square frame was constructed from one inch square hollow steel tubing. The steel tubing provided 
a rigid and lightweight frame to support the lower shelf housing the computer, the power strip and, the 
Covox Speech TbingTM. The top shelf held the 14" VGA screen. The back and sides were enclosed for 
security by 1/4" white hard coated fiber board. The top of the kiosk was enclosed with a 3/8" sheet of 
black painted pI ywood. Four, 4" diameter wire mesh covered vent holes were cut into the top panel. The 
top panel was also fitted with an electric exhaust fan to allow additional cooling of the enclosed computer 
space. A push on-off switch for the electric fan was extended through the top panel. 
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The back of the enclosed kiosk compartment was hinged on the left side with a 1/4" piano hinge which 
allowed access to service the computer equipment. The right. unhinged side, of the door was fitted with I 
an inset lock to improve security. 
The bottom of the computer compartment was enclosed with a In" sheet of black painted plywood I 
drilled to allow the cord attached to the power strip to extend below the kiosk. 
Four one inch square hollow steel tubing legs were attached to a solid 3/8" composite board base by 
corner brackets. The base was fitted with casters attached to the underside of the base to allow the FT A 
to be moved easily, once assembled. The base and legs were designed to be removed to allow for 
increased portability and pack-up of the kiosk. 
Immediately below the computer screen a shelf, slanted at 45°, was attached. This shelf, which extended 
out six inches from the frame, provided a mounting surface for the telephone style keypad which was 
centered for left or right hand access immediately below the computer screen. 
The rigid frame allowed a slanted writing surface to be attached to the front of the kiosk, usable by either 
right or left handed users. This angled writing surface extended out from the frame 13 1/4" to provide 
a firm writing surface on which to place the form being filled out with the help of the FT A. The forward 
edge of the writing surface was designed to be 36" above the floor to provide accessability to the 90th 
percentile of international users. (Ma-STD-1472C, 1984) (Note: This writing surface was constructed 
to house a pen-based digitizing pad if future development of the FT A proceeds to research and 
development of a handwriting recognition input system to automate the completion of Customs forms 
suggested in the Enhanced FTA (EFTA) project. See Attachment 4). 
The telephone handset cradle hook and switch, the telephone handset armored tether and power cable, 
and the speech amplifier switch were all mounted, to the left hand side of a 1/8" thick mild steel plate. 
This front steel plate was attached to the tube frame and provided additional rigidity to the kiosk. The 
amplifier circuitry housed in a plastic experimenters box attached to the back of the front plate with a 
right angle bracket. A hole, shaped to conform to the dimensions of the computer screen, was cut in the 
front steel plate to the right of the centerline of the kiosk. The telephone handset and amplifier switch 
were mounted to the left of the computer screen. 
4.3 SOFfW ARE DESIGN 
The previous 1ST research and development experience with the initial FT A demonstration program was 
used as a departure point for the software design in the development of the FT A proof-of-concept project. 
IDM LinkWayTM protocols were examined in the design phase of the FTA for adequacy. The 
requirements to produce sound, animation, and screen test files required additional software specifically 
designed to control the input device (Keypad) and the screen presentation and animated graphics timing 
protocols. Available software code from previous FT A demonstration programs were modified as 
required. Additional unique software was designed to be written in Turbo C and compiled in Borland 



































software developed speech flIes for the Ff A initial Demo offered a starting point for the development 
of this Ff A proof-of-concept demonstration. Previous speech files, however, had been limited in size 
and the upper limit of COVOX™ speech flIes had not been demonstrated with mM LinkWayTM. This 
issue posed one of the potential design pitfalls with the software combination selected for development 
4.4 SUMMARY OF DESIGN 
The choice of language, the Customs Form, the computer and the speech storage and ~livery method 
were all proposed in the initial 1ST Ff A proposal. 
All of the elements of the Ff A were reviewed for design adequacy during the analysis and design phases 
of development process cycle. The telephone keypad proved to be an intuitive and easily understood 
metaphor for a user input and control device. 
The selection of an obsolete Customs form undergoing replacement required the analysis, design, and 
development of a prototype form suitable for use in this Ff A proof-of-concept demonstration program. 
This created unforeseen delays until the CF6059B prototype form was designed, reviewed, redesigned, 
and finally approved. 
4.5 DEVELOPMENT APPROACH SELECTED 
The development approach for the Ff A was a straightforward process involving progressive steps of 
prototyping: prototype design, build, test, redesign, retest. All of the elements of the Ff A were modified 
after critical review, initially by the development team, secondly by foreign students attending the 
University of Central Florida, and finally by Spanish speaking passengers arriving at the Orlando 
International Airport, international arrivals terminal. 
Several alternate speech recording and presentation methods were attempted but were discarded during 
the development phase in favor of the low-cost and robust combination of COVOX™ and the telephone 
handset. 
During the development phase the Ff A software was constantly being reviewed and tested for adequacy. 
Design flaws in timing, screen presentation and linkage were detected, corrected and tested and adopted 
after retesting by external review. The location of the Computer Assisted Language Lab at 1ST was such 
that the development of the Ff A was under constant public attention. A high volume of visitors provided 
a constant stream of reviewers while the Ff A was under development. 
The FfA was demonstrated to a variety of Customs and Immigration and Naturalization Service 
officials at the Orlando International Airport. The Commissioner of Customs, Mrs. Carol B. Hallett, 
attended a demonstration of the Ff A during a visit to Orlando on 20 December 1991. She used the 
FfA with the prototype English 6059B, as the Spanish version was still in development. During 
February of 1992 several Deputy Commissioners from the INS observed a demonstration and their 
comments and critical review were of great value in the design of the Ff A. 
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s. DEVELOPMENT 
5.1 CUSTOMS DECLARATION FORM 6OS9B DEVELOPMENT 
An analytical survey was conducted of several fonns used by u.s. Customs and the Immigration and 
Naturalization Services. The CF6059B was then modified at 1ST based on these surveys. The CF6059B 
was modified using the Immigration and Naturalization Service fonn 1-94 and 1-94W as a model. The 
question fonnat of the 1-94194W was retained, where possible, to avoid the confusion to foreign travellers 
when asked the same question on two fonns using different fonnats. The 1-94194W was also used as a 
fonnat model in the design of the Prototype CF6059B by providing guides for typing or printing the 
required infonnation in English in ALL CAPITAL LEITERS. (See Appendices E, F, and G)) 
Instructions in English and in Spanish were created to provide a basis for the speech and text instructions 
required in the FT A. Instructions for the completion of the CF6059B were designed to be as compre-
hensive as possible. Instructions were written in English and tested for content and appropriateness. The 
instructions were then translated into Spanish and tested for cultural suitability, modified and retested 
and fmally adopted. Changes discovered in context, and modified for the Spanish translation, were feed-
back to the modify the English instructions if required. 
Appendix H contains the text of the final English instructions tested and modified for use in the FT A. 
Appendix I contains the text of the final Spanish instructions translated from the English instructions. 
The resultant final product was accepted after several tests of their adequacy were made in tests 
conducted at the University of Central Florida (UCF) and at the Orlando International Airport (OIA). 
5.2 HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT 
An mM PC clone utilizing a 386SX CPU operating at 16 MHz was procured as the FTA development 
vehicle. A 14" Super VGA 1024 x 768 color monitor and a 106 MB hard drive were specified in the 
computer procurement to allow additional fonns and other languages to be added to the FT A proof-of-
concept demonstration. A subtask of Task 1 of the Statement of Work called for a detennination of the 
"appropriate configuration for a low-cost delivery device". 
A Covox Speech ThingTM was available from previous language research projects at 1ST and was 
utilized during the development of the FT A. 
During the analysis and design phase of the FT A development it became apparent that a computer based 
system such as the FT A would require a hardened protective enclosure to protect the computer from 
vandalism if placed in a public access area. Liaison was made with the Stromberg-Carlson Co. located 
in Lake Mary, Florida. Engineering personnel were extremely helpful in providing guidance in the 
design of telephone-like apparatus intended to be used by the general public. They donated to 1ST a 
telephone handset, complete with armored cable and a cradle hook and switch assembly from a public 
model pay-phone, which they manufacture in their plant in Florida. They also provided infonnation on 
the human factors design features of public access telephones. The provided several reference 









































One of the sources .cited by Stromberg-Carlson was the Wintel Corporation, located in Longwood, 
Florida. Wintel specializes in the manufacture and repair of public telephone equipment. Wintel 
designed, and donated without cost to 1ST, a specially manufactured telephone handset. The handset was 
made without holes drilled in the mouthpiece or a microphone insert. The handset came equipped with 
a 600 lb. breaking strength steel cable inserted within the external armored cable. 
Wintel also donated an in-line speech amplifier which was incorporated into the Ff A to provide a three-
step speech amplification capability. This model 456VCA-DMA Volume Control Amplifier Unit 
provides the speech amplification capability required by the Americans with Disabilitie-s Act of 1-990. 
With the cooperation of researchers at 1ST and Win tel engineers a 9V power source was modified with 
a locally designed and fabricated power supply. The modified power supply delivered 20 rnA, making 
the telephone amplifier compatible with the the Covox Speech TbingTM equipment used in the FfA. The 
hearing aid compatible amplifier was integrated into the Ff A demonstration kiosk. The three-step-Ievel 
switch was placed immediately below the telephone cradle hook. Pushing in on the spring-loaded 
switchplate sequentially steps up the volume of the COVOX™ generated speech delivered through the 
telephone handset earphone speaker. The three-step-Ievel amplifier switch (0 db, 6 db, 12 db) is designed 
to sequentially cycle from the lowest to the highest level and then return to the lowest level. The technical 
assistance provided by of Mr. David G. Steinmetz, the President of Wintel, Inc., was of immense value 
in the design and development of the FfA system. Mr. Gregg Staggs assisted in the design and 
integration of the Volume Control Amplifier Unit into the FfA system. 
A telephone keypad was donated to 1ST for research and development by Linear & Digital System, Inc. 
of Centerville, Ohio. This model KBD-112 keypad was recognized by the computer as a standard 
keyboard after appropriate software program modifications were written, tested and modified prior to 
acceptance. The use of a telephone keypad as an input device did provide an unambiguous bridge to the 
international language barrier. Mr. Dale A Beard, the President of Linear & Digital System, Inc., 
provided technical assistance and guidance in integrating the keypad into the Ff A system. 
5.3 SOFfW ARE DEVELOPMENT 
The previous 1ST research and development experience with the initial Ff A demonstration program was 
used as a departure point for the software design in the development of the Ff A proof-of-concept project. 
ffiM LinkwayTM protocols were utilitized in the development phase of the Ff A. Additional software 
was specifically developed to control the input device (Keypad) and the screen presentation and 
animated graphics timing protocols. Available software code from previous Ff A demonstration 
programs were modified and used where possible. Additional unique software was developed and 
written in Turbo C and compiled in Borland Turbo C++TM to provide control of the Ff A interface 
routines. Previous COVOX™ software developed speech ftles for the Ff A initial Demo offered a starting 
point for the development of this Ff A Proof-of-Concept demonstration. Previous speech ftles, however, 
had been limited in size and the upper limit of Covox ™ speech ftles had not been demonstrated with ffiM 
LinkwayTM. This issue was specifically addressed and resolved in this software development phase by 
using purpose-built memory saving options found in the ffiM LinkwayTM . 
ffiM LinkwayTM provided the framework for the FfA software development. Its easy methods of 
displaying and swapping high-quality pictures on a VGA screen, changing the screen color palette, and 
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interfacing with external programs facilitated its use as a primary software development tool. The 
palette-changing feature was used to implement the instructional animation that opens the Ff A program. 
Since the ffiM LinkwayTM displays pictures stored in the PC-PaintBrush™ file format. a standard 
picture format, a variety of PC based drawing programs could be used to create the pictures used 
throughout the program. The images of the CF6059B were imported from the Macintosh™ computer 
where the prototype forms were created using AlDUS Freehand™. 
The main control structure of the program is an ffiMLinkWayTM automatically-executing ("AutoExec") 
script, which utilizes several subroutines. All subroutines written in ffiM LinkWayTM scripts were con-
solidated into a single"AutoExec" script, in order to increase the speed of the program and minimize 
memory requirements. The only remaining subroutines are those external to LinkwayTM. 
An external program was written in C (compiled in Borland's Turbo C++) to run as a subroutine called 
by the ffiM LinkWayTM script. This program provided an interface to the telephone keypad input device, 
and was also designed to work with a normal PC keyboard, for demonstration of the program outside 
of the "kiosk." The program also provided a timeout function, in order to prevent screen burnout on the 
monitor, and enabled input during the animation sequence. Another external program, borrowed from 
a previous version of the Ff A, was used to play back sounds stored in files. This program was used 
without modification. 
Attachment 1, to this Final Report, is the Operator's Manual. Three high density 3 1{2" disks, labelled 
Disk 1, 2, and 3, are enclosed in this FfA Proof-of-Concept Demonstration, Program Operator's 
Manual. Software installation instructions are included. Attachment 2, is the original Source Code of 
the FT A proof-of-concept program. 
5.4 SUMMARY OF DEVELOPMENT 
The FTA was developed in pre-planned stages. An analysis of the initial FfA demonstration showed 
that it did not meet the intuitive level of graphic and non-verbal instructions required for a truly effective 
Ff A. That recognition of the design faults of the original FT A lead to a more detailed and critical 
analysis and design of this proof-of-concept FT A demonstration. 
5.s EV ALUATION APPROACH SELECTED 
A reiterative evaluation schedule was proposed and followed in the development of the Ff A proof-of-
concept demonstration. 
The Ff A evaluation initially was tested using students at the University of Central Florida drawn from 
the Spanish speaking community within the student body. The FT A was revised and edited after each 
scheduled evaluation. The large volume of visitors to 1ST and at conferences such as the InterService 
Industry Training Systems Conference provided an opportunity to demonstrate the FT A to a variety of 
foreign nationals and Spanish speaking personnel. Critical review of the FT A and feedback from users 







































The cooperation of the U.S. Customs and Immigration and Naturalization inspectors located at the 
Orlando International Airport (OIA) in Orlando, Horida was requested in this evaluation. With their 
help, the revised Ff A was used to provide assistance to Spanish speaking travelers landing at the OIA, 
and Ff A was revised and edited as required. Evaluation questionnaires were developed to elicit critical 
review of the Ff A from travelers using the Ff A. 
6. EVALUATION 
6.1 HARDWARE EVALUATION 
The hardware suite of the Ff A was determined by test and evaluation to to be well suited for the design 
goals of the Ff A. The computer selected for development was a Intel 80386SX based processor PC 
operating at 16 MHz. The Ff A program was also tested on a 286 based PC AT clone. The recall time 
for the sound files was noticeably longer, to the Ff A experienced development team, than the 386 PC. 
This delay was not considered excessive and in no way diminished the effectiveness or clarity of the 
speech flles. The time delay was the only discernable difference, and the conclusion was that the 286 
PC could be a suitable delivery platform. Further test and evaluation is necessary to determine if any 
significant difference exists in effectiveness between the 286 vs the 386 PC. 
6.2 SOFfW ARE EVALUATION 
The software developed for the FfA Proof-of-Concept demonstration was found to be robust and 
responsive to user demands. Those problems encountered early in the development of the FfA were 
reviewed, corrected and retested to write out the problems in successive modifications to the software 
program. 
The combination of mM LinkwayTM ,COVOX™ and Borland Turbo C++ proved to be an appropriate 
choice for the development of this Proof-of-ConceptFf A demonstration project. That combination may 
not be the appropriate choice for full scale development of an Ff A system. Issues such as networking, 
central file service, and expanded language files need to be defined by additional research and 
development. 
6.3 SUMMARY OF EVALUATION 
Without exception, user reaction was favorable. The Proof-of-Concept FfA project succeeded in 
demonstrating the ability of the computer to deliver the responsive, self-paced, interactive instructions 
required in completing the necessary U. S. Customs CF6059B form. 
The prototype 6059B form in Spanish was considered an improvement over the older forms, particularly 
by the INS personnel tasked in the Airport of the 90's with the responsibility to examine the U.S. Customs 
6059B form for accuracy and completeness. INS personnel commented favorably on placing the 
signature on the front of the redesigned prototype 6059B. 
Negative comments were received only on the fact that Spanish was the language selected for this Ff A 
proof-of-concept demonstration project. Most Customs and INS personnel in Orlando listed the priority 
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of languages for Ff A development as Portuguese followed closely by German, French, and Italian. The 
availability of fluent Spanish speaking personnel in the Orlando International Airport (Customs, INS and 
Airport personnel) reduced the need for a Spanish language based FfA system. 
The Ff A project evaluation was conducted with international travelers. The prototype 6059B could 
not legally be turned in and used as the official baggage declaration form. This required the evaluation 
to be limited to those travelers who agreed to assist 1ST evaluation personnel and fill out both forms. 
Most of those surveyed were experiencing real difficulty in filling out the CF6059B in Spanish. They 
all readily agreed to participate in this evaluation in return for translation assistance in filling out the real 
CF6059B for turn-in to the Customs Inspectors. 
Spanish speaking travelers who were experiencing difficulty in completing the CF6059B were 
identified, then taken by native Spanish speaking 1ST evaluators to the Ff A location, and closely 
observed using the Ff A without assistance or prompting. The evaluators were instructed to only point 
to the Ff A and tell the traveler to "follow the instructions on the screen". After the traveler completed 
the FfA prototype CF6059, they were then assisted in filling out the current CF6059B in order for 
them to pass through the INS and Customs inspections. While this system was awkward, it -worked 
to fullfill a desired 1ST requirement to evaluate the Ff A under "real international aiJport " conditions. 
The evaluation of the Ff A at OIA was limited by those "real international aiJport " conditions. The 
requirement to select Spanish speaking travelers who were experiencing difficulty in completing the 
CF6059B, take them to the Ff A location, observe them using the Ff A to complete the prototype 
CF6059, and then assist them in filling out the current CF6059B in order for them to pass through INS 
and Customs inspections was time consuming, and as mentioned above, awkward. Care had to be taken 
to prevent a negative bias from those selected to evaluate the Ff A. INS personnel assisted significantly 
in this process by extending the "Flight Crew Only" lane access to the Ff A users. 
Samples of the completed CF6059Bs collected during this evaluation were "whited out" by Customs 
inspectors, prior to release to 1ST, as required by the provisions of the "Privacy Act". Sufficient 
observations were made of the Ff A, while in use by Non-English speaking personnel, to validate and 
prove the concept of using the Ff A to provide information and instructions. 
Customs and INS Personnel observing or using the Ff A recognized the potential of using the system to 
solve the language barrier problem in other languages as well as applying the FT A concept to other 
required forms. The ability to automate the pre-screening of passengers prior to arrival at a U.S 
International Airport such as OIA was a major topic of concern to all the Customs and INS personnel. 
The physical location of the Ff A was a question which could not be resolved within this limited 
evaluation. Recommendations from Customs and INS personnel favored the placement of the Ff A in 
the international departure areas in overseas aiJports or immediately in front of the INS primary 
inspection area in the "Airport of the 1990's" international arrivals area. 
The general perception of all personnel involved in the Ff A evaluation was that it would provide an 
automated ability to present the required assistance to those individuals who were incapable of reading 
and comprehending the CF6059B instructions. The experienced Customs and INS personnel who used 







































provide translation capabilities for the more exotic languages and for other Customs and Immigration 
forms. Portuguese was the language most mentioned in Orlando as a having the greatest potential for 
an Fr A application in Orlando. The recent increase in direct flights from Brazil has placed a translation 
burden on the one INS inspector who is fluent in Portuguese. 
7. FINDINGS 
The Fr A is a step in the right direction. The anticipated future increase in volume of international air 
passenger traffic, particularly when viewed from a tourist destination such as Orlando, is a problem that 
awaits the application of available computer-based technology. The goal of prescreening all interna-
tional travelers requires that the user information input process be automated. Automation of that input 
process cannot be achieved until a practical means is provided to present clear, unambiguous, 
instructions to the user in their own native language. 
Appendix F offers a comparison between the Customs fonn 6059B and the INS forms 1-94 or I -95. Eight 
(8) of the 11 questions asked on the 1-94W (8 of 13 on the 1-94) are asked and collected on the prototype 
6059B. It should be noted that by sharing the necessary information to automate filling out both the 
required Customs and INS forms would require the capture and transmission of 744 bits or 93 bytes of 
digiti tally coded information, excluding the signature. 
8. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The requirement to design a new 6059B fonn, limited the evaluation of the Fr A . under "real 
international airport" condi tions. It is recommended that further evaluation of the Fr A be done after 
acceptance and adoption of the prototype 6059B fonn scheduled for August of 1992. 
A White Paper outlining an enhanced development program for the Fr A has been provided to the U.S . 
Customs R&D Division. This project has been labeled the Enhanced Fonns Translation Assistant 
(EFr A) project. This project incorporates the capabilities of the FT A to present instructions in a 
selected language with the ability to accept the handwritten entry of data using pen-based technology. 
This EFr A project offers to demonstrate the proof-of-concept of automating the handwritten data input 
of the user to complete the CF6059B and/or the 1-94 & 1-94W (See Attachment 4). 
A White Paper outlining a full-scale development program has been provided to the U.S . Customs R&D 
Division. This project has been labeled the Automated Customs Clearing Examination and Pre-
screening of Travelers (ACCEPT) project. This project serves as a testbed development program to 
provide a research and development base for automating the pre-screening of international travellers 
(See Attachment 5). 
Both the EFT A and the ACCEPT concepts serve to further the state-of-the-art in automating the process 
of soliciting, accepting and managing, the data required from individuals seeking entry into the United 
States. Both of these concepts deserve favorable consideration. 
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It is recommended that the EFf A project be approved and funded in order to continue the research and 
development required to accurately assess the resource commitment required to automate the process 
of Customs Declarations. 
It is recommended that the title to the computer equipment procured for the research and development 
of the Fixed Price Ff A project be vested in the contractor, UCF, 1ST. The provisions of the Federal 
Acquisition Regulation (FAR) 52.245-2, Alternate Rule II are applicable since the cost of the computer 
procured was less than $5,000, obtained with Contracting Officers's approval, and used in the conduct 
of applied research at a nonprofit institution of higher education. The computer equipment purchase 
request for $2,600.00 was included in the original UCF/IST proposal which was subsequently approved 
and awarded as Item 11 in the purchase order. The equipment obtained via this Ff A contract will be used 
in continued research in the area of computer-based forms translation and language instruction. 
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Operator's Manual, FfA Proof-of-Concept Demonstration Program, 
with FfA Proof-of-Concept Demonstration Program on three 3 1(2" lID Disks* 
Source Code for the Ff A Proof-of-Concept Demonstration Program 
Video Tape, FfA Demonstration* (VHS Format, 9 min., 30 sec.) 
Enhanced FfA Project, White Paper 
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SANCIONES CIVILES 0 ENJUICWoUENTC PENAl 0 AMIIOS. 
MERCANCIA 
En .. punto fl . lOs .......... III E __ UaihI _ <leCIa~" .ala< tOtal ao roooS !os 
a",CuIOS acIquondQS en Of "''''"Iero (ya sun _ 0 USIOOS. ISten 0 no esTen suttlos • 'mouestos. V 
Sf hoyan OOttnldo mediante COII\9ra. ~ 0 ee otra torma) inctuso aqueilOs adquinoos en lis tJend<IS con 
lranqu.o. aduanera en lOs E,tIClos lJnodos 0 en Of •• t"",!Oro. Que IStOn en su paGer a .n ei do '" .. mo •• 
en el momento de Regall~ Los dsitaata C:e!:l~n cJetiviLC en ~ punto t 1 eI valor fot~ de todes los re;J:os 
y ~nlculos comerCJalts. incluso muestru. Que tralqat\ consjgo 
Un tuntlOn.rio del Servicio dl ~ eeter""",r' II cantodad que totldra Que s,~s '.cer por cone.p· 
ID de derKhas de Iduana. Normalmlntl. lOs _tIS de lOs EstacloS lJnodos estan e.entos dO oerechos 
de adlWIo fIasU un tDlOl de iJSS.4OOpar lOs IITicuIos que traen CORSIOO. y lOs no.-tlS. llasli USSIOO. 
A lOs rlSidenles y no __ se Its _ irnponef dIfIChos eQlivalentlS a .... WI fijo clef 10'1'1 scor. 
lOs pr1rr'!rQS USSI .OOO en aceso de SUS aencionls. 
S. etVliOr de las ~_en et pUnto fIlS suoerior. USSI .400par persona. enu· 
mere TOOOS lOs II1ialIOs en II esoaoo rlSel'iaoo mas oDoIO. Il1dIque II greoo oooaoo en d61ares de lOS 
EE UU O. en Of caso de rwQIIOs. SU ...." ~ II par rnenor 
DESCRIPCIOH DE LOS ARTlCutDS PREClO PARA usa DEL 
SERVICIO DE ADUANAS 
TOTAL 
lSI NECESITA MAS INFORMACION SOBRE LO ~UE OEBE OECLARARSE'I 
OIRIJASE A UN AGENTE OEL SERVIClO DE ADUANAS 
-------------:"--=,. .. ,,..~ .... _---_ .. __ .. _--------
~". l~.' 
Customs Fonn 6059B (042988) (Back) (SpanlSlll 






































U. S. Customs Declaration Form 6059B 1989 (English) 
WELCOME TO THE UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
UNITED STATES CUSTOMS SERVICE 
FOa"~D 
OM.NO . ..... '
CUSTOMS DECLARATION 
l' CF~ 122.27. 1 .. .11. 1 ... 11.1 .. .11 •• 1".111 
Each arriving trlNeler or head of family must provide the following informa-
tion (only ONE written declaration per family is required): 
1. Name: -2. Date of Birth: -::_+-' =- I 3. Airline/Flight 
0.,. (,.,.,. ---r-r.;-
4. Number of family members traverrng with you _______ _ 
5. U.S.Add~: _____________________________ __ 
City: _____ _ ______ State: _____ _ 
6. I am a U.S. Citizen 
If No, 
Country: ------ --
7. I reside permanently in the U .S. 
If No, 





8. The purpose of my trip is or was D BUSINESS D PLEASURE 
9. I am/_ are bringing fru~, plants, meats, food, 
soil, birds, snails, other live animals, farm 
products, or "_ have been on a farm or ranch 
outside the U.S. 
10. I am/_ are carrying currency or monetary 
instruments over $10,000 U.S. or foreign 
equivalent. 
11. The total value of all goods "_ purchased or 
acquired abroad and am/are bringing to the U.S . 











SIGN ON REVERSE SIDE AFTER YOU READ WARNING. 
(00 not writB below this line.) 
INSPECTOR'S NAME STAMP AREA 
BADGE NO. 
~~ ... Aa: ...... : n.~ ~ ..... ttilO..,.._ .......... .., .... ~ ... t_ 
............ ......... ~ it ............. "-_ .... _ ..... _ ... ,... ....... _.-... ..... a.-. . ........,.. .... ~ ........ ' t ... ...,........ ...... __ It_.....,.t'_ ............ ~ ........... .... 
................... .-nttw,... ............... _ . y...,~iI...........,. 
......... ,....... boI , ell''' l l2O..l, : T,.. ...... ___ ....... ____ wittt 1i'II"'''' .f _____ ioA II 1........-,., ~ ... ____ ,...,..... ......... ~ c.-.a .......... ttw...,.., of 
1fMI ....... __ ................. ~ ttWi .................... te u.s. c:...-.,....... ~
....................... .......... DC 1022S ......... IN 0f'tW0 ............... 1M ____ • "--" _____ ........ 
1151S4D411, ............ DC 2DMD. 
Cust_ Form 60598 (0920B91 
C-l 
WARNING 
The smuggling or unlawful importation of controlled substances regarcUess 
of amount is a vUation of U.S. law. 
Accuracy of yow declaration may be verified through questioning and 
physical M81Ch. . 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS 
To prevent the entry of dangerous agricultural pests the following ilre 
restricted; Fruits, vegetables, plants, ptant products, SOIl, meats, meat prod-
ucts, birds, -as, ~ other live animals or animal products. Failure to declare 
all such items to a Custorna/ Agriculture Officer can result in fines or other 
penalties. 
CURRENCY AND MONETARY INSTRUMENTS 
The transporUIion of currency or monetary instruments, regardless of 
amount, illegal; however, if you take out of or bring into (or are about to 
taka out of or bmg into) the United States ITlOnI than $10,000 (U.S. or foreign 
equivalent, or a combination of the two) in coin, currency, tnMtleB checks 
or bearer instrurr-ns such Be money orders, checks, stocb or bonds, you 
are required by IMw to file a report on a Form 4790 with the U.S. Customs 
Service. If you '-someone else carry the currency or instruments for you, 
you must also file the report. FAILURE TO FILE THE REQUIRED REPORT 
OR FALSE STATEMENTS ON THE REPORT MAY LEAD TO SEIZURE OF 
THE CURRENCY OR INSTRUMENTS AND TO CIVIL PENAL nES ANDIOR 
CRIMINAL PROSECUTION. 
MERCHANDISE 
In Item 11, U.s. raidenta must declare the total value of ALL articles 
acquired abroad (whether new or used, whether dutiable or not, and whether 
obtained by~, lIS a gift, or otherwise), including those purchases made 
in DUTY FREE stDnIS in the U.S. or abroad, which are in their or their farTWy's 
possession at the time of arrival. VWtDn must declare in Item 11 the total 
value of aD gifts ~ c:ornmerciaI it8ms, including samples they are bringing 
with them. 
The amount of duty to be peid will be determined by a Customs officer. 
U.S. residents ... normatty entitled to a duty free exemption of $400 on those 
it8ms accompanying them; norH'8Sidents are normally entitled to In exemp-
tion of $100. Both residents .00 non-residents will normaIy be required to 
pay a flat 10'llo ,.. of duty on the tim $1,000 above their exemptions. 
If me ..... of goods dedond in Item 11 EXCEEDS $1,400 PER PERSON, then lift ALL 
orticf .. below __ price paid in U.s. doll#ifl or, 10< giho, fair rwtail •• 1 .... If odditibnol 
tpICI is .-.t, ....- an onother Customs Fo"" 6059B 
DESCRIPTION OF ARnCLES PRICE CUSTOMS USE 
TOTAL 
I IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT WHAT MUST BE I REPORTED OR DEClARED ASK A CUSTOMS OFRCER. 
I h6ve I8IId the .tJove SQIllnHMr:s and h6ve tMde a truthful dedannion. 
-"_6 









































1ST developed U. S. Customs Declaration Form 6059B Initial English Prototype 




SIGN ON REVERSE SIDE AFTER YOU READ WARNING. 
Each arriving traveler Of responsible family 
member must provide the following informatIOn 
(only ONE written declaration per family is required): 
I·MM.: ~~=----------------.~~-------.~~~ww~-----------
2. 0.. '" 1JirIh: _-::-..,.,.,--=-=-___ :l AirIn.1'l. No. .. _ ... ,..,.:-____ _ 
0." ...... ,'1 .. • . -oitamiIy-n-ine- ,...,: ______________ _ 
5. u.s.Add. __ ; ________________________ _ 
• • L Cour.rt 01 cm ... hip: 
b.c-.yol~: 
7. CcouNrioo 1IioiIIo.j ... 1M .... po;"' .. u.s. II""" 
L Tha_","" .......... : 
~_ .. _bao ... ·~1 
L 1MiW. _ bringing fNiIa. pIwe. 
_1Dod. ooi, IWdo, ..... 
- ........... -pr-. .h._ ................ .-
__ ... u.s.: ~_bao""") 
to..l~_...,w.o_ .. --,. ___ "0,D00 
u..s •• '-9t~ 
~_bao""", 
II . .w.. __ cioI .... _ ... 
U.S • • '-9t~ __ ....." 
12. 1'-............. "' ........ incWing __ 
•• d.&dIw. WM puocI.-d .. aoquftd ~ _ 
., .... bringing ..... u.s •• c- -........_ 
WEACHNIOISC eft _ -.: (US. DaIw.I 
BUSINESS 0 ~O 
NOD 
I 
THIS FORM ~ BE SIGNED ON THE REVERSE 
00 not write below this ina 
STAUP AREA 
INSPECTOH'S BADGE NUMBER 
D-l 
WARNING 
.,~--,=-........ --.-...- ..... - ......... ,---.. 
Tha ..................... "'-.....-....-(NoaaIIcI, .................................. iI 
..... -.,.wed ",. -'*"" oIa./ ........ III _ ............ '" 1J.S..Iwr, 
AGRICUlTURAL PR<XlUCTS 
TO ___ ... -*Y"' ................... p.oIa. .............. ---." F ... : ........ : 
~ pIMt......-: &iii: _: .... .....-: biiok _ : __ .......... "'....., 
pr-. F ....... -. .. ""'" _ ... c:-..IAgriouIurIl ..... can"" in ......... _ .._.., ........... ....... 
CURRENCY AND MONETARY toISTRlU:NTS 
Tha .. __ .. _ .. ...........,----. __ "'_.~'_, 
i ,.... .... aut "' .. bmg inIo!he u.iIad 51-. ......... "O,DOO (U.s, '" Iaiaian.....-. ... -""-"''''-1 in .... _,--... ....... "' .................. """' __ 
...... --' .. -"iw'a ........ -. .......... ,.... _......., nJAW" fILE. -'''' 
F_.1IO will .. u.s. c.- SeNi::a. '.J'IU _ -~iIie"",,- .. 
__ ... -. "'" _ ........ -" FAL~ 10 FU THE REaJlRED REPORT OR 
FAI.LfIE 10 REPORT THE 1DDL AIoIOUNT YOU ARE CARAYJoIQ lUll( lEAD 10 THE SEIZLRE 
OF.All THE Cl.IlRENCY oRWSlRU;IENTS, AND MAY SWJ£CT YOU 10 CIVI. PEHAlTES 
ANOIOA CR .. 1NAl, PftOIIECUTIOH. 
t.ERPWDSE 
u.s. RE!I!Df1fT:I _ ........... 12. .................. AU...ua... induding __ 
goodo - ~!hey --- --~ -,. -; ......... ,. ..... ; -_ ... ObtaNd tw --.. r-'-! _ • ail. '" 0I!wwiM1. ~ ..... atticIoe pur_ in DUTY 
Faa STORES 'IN THE u.s. OR ASRO;U). ___ in .... poo_ ...... .... time 01 .. i .. 1. _ _,.... __ on IM ..... 1Nied ...... ___ • ...,.., ..... _ .... ~ .. 
........ poo ____ wriaue CatilbMn a.o. _1_ """ ~ "'"'" _ ..... 01 in ... 
u.s, 
~~~~~~~Jl .. lhio .......... ~01 .... ~~= -,. ....... eva:noH: 'lIM..-. .......... ..,-. - - doIting. .......... ;....I;y-
--........................... -1 . 
Tha_ .. --, ............................. "'.c:.-or_, ..... _ .. .-tw ..... ____ Far ....... : MAHS WOOlICNIT SWEATER; PEWTER 
CNcll£ SllCI( HCUIEAS; DWIOND AND GOlO RNl: ole. AIoG. ............ ,.... ........ 
rwady .. ,.......,"' .. c-. ....... ..-. ., .............. ____ .......... ,.... ....... "' .................. -. 
DESCRIPTION OF ARTlCLES VAlUE CUSTOMS USE 
TOTAl 
IF YOU HAVE AN{ QUESTIONS ABOUT WHAT MUST BE 
REPORTED OR DEClARED ASK A CUSTOMS OFFICER 
,"- teMI tw .txt .. • w.m.w.Ind,.,.".. • t'IJfhU ~ian. 
- - - - - - - -S~TuRi - - - - - - - - -DATE~';"-
c..- Fomo lO5III (1Iado) 







































Comparison of CF6059B Prototype and INS Form 1-94 and 1-94W Questions 
Customs Service Immigration and Naturalization Service 
1. Family Name 1.& 14. (1-94 & 94W) Family Name 
2. Fnt (Given) Name 3. Middle Initial 2. & 15. (1-94 & 94W) Farst (Given) Name 
~I ____________________ ~I~I __ ~I 
4. Birth Date (Day I Month I Year) 3, & 16. (1-94 & 94W) Birth Date (Oay I Month I Year) 
5. Airline and Fight Number 7. (1-94 & 94W) Airine and Frght Number 
7. (L) Country of Citizenship 4. & 17. (1-94 & 94W) Country of Citizenship 
7. (b.) Country where you live 8. (1-94 & 94W) Country where you live 
I 
8. (L) U. S. Address (Number and Street) 10.&12. (1-94 & 94W) U. S. Address (Number and Street) 
8. (b.) City 8 (c.)State 
I'---~----------------~II~~I 
11 .&13. (1-94 &94W) (a.) City 11 .&13. (1-94 & 94W) (b.)State 
6. Number of Family MernbeB TraveDng with you 
9.(a) Countries visited on this trip prior to U. S. arrival 
9.(b) Countries visited on this trip prior to U. S. arrival 
9.(e) Countries visited on this trip prior to U. S. arrival 
I I 
9.(d) Countries visited on this trip prior to U. S. arrival 
I I 
10. The pI.WpOM of My l1I iI or_: 
(Chec:t one or boIh boxes, I appIca ..... ) 
11.''''' CNa _) bringing fruita, IAn", mnta,lDod, 
IOiI, birds, anaa, other hi! rinM, fMn pnIduda, Yes 0 
or; haw been on • fIInn or nn:h outside .. U.S.: 
12. I am (We _) ~ c:unwncy or monelaly 
inlln.menlS _ $10,000,00 U.S~ or knign 
equMent: 
la , haw CNa haw) comrneIa.I marc:handiae: 
U.S., or fDnIign: (et.cK _ box any) 
Yes 0 
Yes 0 
I~ __________________ ~II I 
5. (\-94 & 94W) Sex 
I I 
6. (1-94 & 1-94W) Passport Number 
9. (1-94 & 1-94W) City where you boarded 
(10.) (\-94) City where visa was issued 
(11 .) ( \-94).Oate Vasa issued (Day I Me I Yr) 
14.The IDIaI vMIa of d .. gooda, ~ canvnan:iaI I $ I I I 
merd'Iandse, \/we pun:haMd or acquired atro.d and 
.,..".. bringing II) the U.S. ia: U.S, Dolars 
(If you haw nolhing lID dadant, wn. $4- k1the sp-. pnMdad 8bcMt) 
Sea instruclian. on __ of ... bm under MERCHAMlISE.nd 
use .. space provided lID 1st d .. itama you must ~ 










































1ST developed U. S. Customs Declaration Form 6059B (Prototype) (English) Final 
APHISlFWS USE ONLY WELCOME CUSTOMS USE ONLY 
TO THE 
UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY ..,_AntOOY.o 
UNITED STATES CUSTOMS SERVICE --,.-
CUSTOMS DECLARATION 
11 CfR 122.27, 14'.12, 14'.110, "'.111 
Each arriving traveler 01 responsible famtly member must provide Itle following 
Information (only ONE written declaration per family is required): 
1. Farruly Name 
2. First (Given) Name 
5. AirllneJFUght. No. or Vessel Name 
7. (a.) Country of Citizenship 
S. (a.) U. S. Address (Street Number I Hotel I Mainng address in U. S.) 
S. (b.) U. S. Address (City) S. (c.) U. S. Address (State) 
10. The purpose of my trip Is or was: 
(Check one or both boxes, If app!cable) 8usinessOPersonalO 
11. I am rNe are) bringing fruits, plants, meats, food, 
soil, birds, snails, other Ove animals, farm products, Yes 0 NoD 
or; have been on a farm or ranch outside the U.S.: 
Yes 0 NoD 
Yes 0 NoD 




AD ~ .,. auIl)ea 10 IUnher queolJoring ..., !heir I*SOII. beIan;ingI _ conveyw>ce •• 
auIlj<l<110 -.n. 
The unI8wIuI ImportarIon 01 CIlIIII'OIed ~ (1WUIdcs. dlemlclls, prescrtpllan madlcin_ ~ 
. .... -=mpMled by. ~ ~ ....... 01_ i& ....... Ian 01 u.s. __ 
AGRICULTURAL PROOUCTS 
To ~ !he ..,., 01 '*'11_ e;rbIlur'II ~ !he IoIIowtng .. ...uIa8d: Fruils. YegeIab!ea. 
plants, plan! produc!s. IOi, m-. _ produas. birds. -as. _ oilier 1M __ 01' animal 
produas. F.ilure III dlld .... IUdI __ 10 • CuIIomaI~1.O'aI olllalt can ..... In panaAlea 
_ !he .... /MY tie aubjea 10 Mizur8. 
CURRENCY AND MONETARY INSTRUMENTS 
The rnor.porwlan 01 CI.WI'WICY 01' rnonnry lNIrumenlS, ,..,.-. 01-.... .. LEGAl: hew_, 
If you .. .,.. 0101' bring inlD!he U1Ied 51_ men 1IIan $10.c00 (U.s. 01' Ioteign equiYaJenI. 01' • 
c:omblnallon olllle hOC) In coin, CI.n8nCY, II8¥eIer'S c:IIacks 01' b __ InsI_CS sudl u mo...y 
ordtll'S. personal 01' cashIer's cIIedIs. stocks 01' bonds. you •• ~uir8d B%..l..d.1D £ILE a report on 
Form 47'90 willi IIIe U.s. Cuatoma s.Mca. "you 1Iw. scm ....... _ carry .". currency 01' 
Ins_ lor you. you .... aiIIo "1IIe repoIt. FAILURE TO FILE THE REQUIRED REPORT OR 
FAILURE TO REPORT THE nn.&L AMOUNI' YOU ARE CARRYING MAY LEAD TO THE 
SEIZURE OF ALl. THE CURRENCY OR INSTRUIIEHTS, AND MAY SUBJECT YOU TO CIVL 
PENALTES AND/OR CRIMINAL PROSECUTION. 
MERCHANQlSE 
U!I BfSJDFNT!I _sa dedate In hem 14, fl. toIIII V8Iue 01 All arIIdas, including c:ommerdai 
goods and sa~ u.., acquJred u.n.d (_ ... Of used; dutiable 01' noI; and _th« 
otxained II'f 1)UIdIaSe, .......,ed as a Clift. Of ~). InclUdIng those anIdes pun:hasIId In DUTY 
FREE STORES IN THE U.s. OR ABROAD, wIIIdI are In It18it possassIon • .". lim. 01 atTMII. 
Attldos whldl you ac:q,;Jred on this lrip. mailed 110m ~, (Olher Il".an rhose artlc1es ac:qulrod in 
Insular possessions and 'IWious CaribbMn Basln ccunIrias) .. !ll1Iy dutiable upon Iheit arrival in It .. 
U.S. 
\(JsrrOBS (NON.BESrpENTSl mUSI deda", In lIam 14, !he Iotal value 01 aD artIc1es tntan~ad (0( 
OIhon _ all .ems inlended 10 be .old 01' lea In .". u.s. This indu~_ all giftS ana ~ommoreaJ 
'ems 01' samples. (EXCEPTION: ~~ e"eeIS, IIUdI as doIrIing, pononal jewolry _ 
__ equipnMnl,luooage, eIC., need noc tie d.-ad.) 
The amoutl 01 duly ID b. p.kI .. tie d ......... by a CUS1ama 0fIIc:er. "'-- describe all anldes 
by lheit common nam. and IMI...... For...,.,ple: MAN'S WOOl KNIT SW£ATER; PEWTER 
CANDLE STICK HOlDERS; DIAMONO AND GOt.£) RING: 8IC. Also, ~ have .. your ro.::uipts 
rIIedy l1li __ 10 .". ~IOmS omc.r. II ~ By pnMding this iIlonmIJon and I .... recai;Ms. 
youwillll8lplOl8dIII ... llleilapealanpnxMS. 
[IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT WHAT MUST BEJ 
REPORTED OR DECLARED ASK A CUSTOMS OFFICER 
DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLES VALUE CUSTOMS USE 
TOTAL 
,,--_Ad_ The~_AdrJ, ____ "_",,,,_ -.va..--....._ .... _. ___ - .. g;.. ...... __ lar _ " ....,N ... euor-.~.-eun-y-- ... Un.od ___ a .. _____ _ 
~ __ II .. _ .. _ .... ----.... rtgN----..-. --
II........,. 
_......,...,SCFRI32D.21: The ___ -------IIl_ ...... _or __  -.voa~- _-........ ... 
_----.-____ Ior~ __ -l>e-- .. U.s.c-_ " -~I ~ --.-. c~ _ ..... ~ _~_1IudQoL 








































1ST developed U. S. Customs Declaration Form 60598 (Prototype) (Spanish) Final 
AP*IfWS U&E ONLY BIENVENIDO jQ.I_n;_ U&E ONlY 
A LOS 
ESTADOS UNIDOS 
DEPARTAMENlO Del TESORO 
IERV1CIO DE ~ DE I.ClS EITADOa \NXl8 
OeCLARACION DE ADUANAS ,. c,. lIa.IT, , ••• ,., , ... ,,.. , ••• ", 
----
Todo vIa~ 0 je" de IMIIIIa que IIega a _ Eaa.to. Unidoa debe tacilltat Ie 
Informaci4n .I;~ (bale con una cIecIaracI6n poI'tamlUa) 
.. ~)~~~~.(~: la. :q~~E~~.~,: : 
II. PalMa YiIiIadae en ... viIje ..... iIagIr a loa EE. UU. 
L] [bJ 
13. Tengo CT---) IMI'C8nCfa c:.orMfCiaJ de "- 0 
EE. UU. 0 elllranjefa: (MaJque I6b un~) 51 
... - -
ADVERTENCIA 
_~- ...... _-...... La~, .. ,.-__ ...... 
s_ ... ....- ....... __ • ~ I .-._ 
::'=",::T~'::"""""""'--.... -.--.,.. ... '"*-iOn'" 
PAOClUClOS AOAICClI AS .......... _ ......... ..--_ ........... -......... - ... 
~ ............. erIIcaiDo: ....... ....-. __ , .. ..-.-._, .. ....-.::r.:;_, ___ .  ....-  SIIO __  • 
:=.-'"'=-.~ .... Dopw-- ... ~,.....- ....... 1IIIpaoId6n 
IIONEDAI~~ 
S .......... __ • ______ .... -..LIGAL;IIO 
~-=:=a·:.:.= ... ~ ... w-:===-.:.=.·~.:: 
-"'-L;.:j:!'1" ............... - 01,.-. ----a.rw.taa.. .... ... .  ~ LI!  MQ •••• ,.., .  ~ 4710 .. _ ... _...... .....: __ .. --II __  ...... --.... _-- _ ....... - ....... . ...... , .... ,...._ ..  ..... _ .  ... ....... __ , .............................. " , ...... ...... 
ME8CNtC!A 
"""""III!!.QIE!.W __ .. 01 ....... ' .. 01 __ ... _ ... _ 
'-""-.0 ()oIO __ .-._.IIO ....... --.'_t.yen oIII __ ............... _~ "'*-~ __  ..... 
__ ~_ ...... EE.w.._ ........... __ .......... o .. 1I 
............. ., -.00 de aog.IL 
Lao_..-........ _doI-.I--."'_Ift ..... __ 
~ .................... _,...doIc:.-,. __ ................. IaoEE. __ ........... ' ... __ ... ~ ... 
or! cu;o ..,..:.1.:-_ .... _-........... EE. W. 
e.. -.,. ;;:::.r... - --_ ....... IDC8'CIQN: . _ __ .......... ,...... ..... -  ....... -.110
--~ u.. ............ _ ... _ ............... _ ...... _ ..... 
_ ... _ ... -. "'-'-"-"'-'''--..1.&.''0 -wL ... ........-:IUETBIIlELAIIl MIlA ~~ __ -. 
.. OlIO Y 1IIoUIANTI: .. -...-.. _ ... __ .. __ = ~ 01 
=--...=-.~=: ... ,,:, ~,.,. ,.-....... , ... 
la, IIlCUITA llAa 'lI'OHIlAC'OIi aO.Hl LO QUl Dl.l HCUHAHU: I 
DIRIJASE A UN AGENTE DEL SERVICIO DE ADUANAS 





.... -.. ................ --= lA Laf. , ... _ ............. ....-.. .................... --...... --~-...--.....--... -'--_.::z:::!I::!:: ------.. -... ___ -.~::__ 1.11--_._ ...... =.,"':.==:':':_:l.'==-="-,.._. -. __ .,.CI"'~: _______  .._ 
.. 3_:::_. ______ -- _~ 
...... ' :...... .. ..:=.:....--===:==-~.:::.-=:~!. ...... __ .. . /l
S1set1
l =:;:  _ 





































En2lish Instructions for cowpleti02 the 6059B 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
- Read and listen carefully to the given instructions. Press the numbered bottom, next to the question, 
given on screen. 
1. Write your last name or family name. 
2. Write your first name. 
3. Write the initial of your middle name. If you don't have a middle name, write the initials NMI in the 
given space. 
4. Write your date of birth, in the fonn (DD /MM {YY). 
5. Write the name of the vessel, or airline and include the flight number after it. You will be able to 
find this infonnation in your plane ticket 
6. Write the number of family members that are traveling with you. Do not include yourself. The family 
members that you have to include, are those who are under your responsibility (wife, children, the elderly, 
etc ... ). If another adult in your family is traveling with you, this person will have to fill out a fonn, 
individually. 
7. a)Write the Country of Citizenship. b.) Country of Residence in the given space. These countries 
could be the same or different. You are considered to be a U.S. resident if you possess a Green Card 
(work permit). 
8. a.) Write the address where you expect to stay, during your visit in the U.S. (This can be a house, 
a hotel, apartment, etc ... ). b.) Write the name of the city where you expect to stay. c.) Write the initials 
of the state where you expect to stay. If you are planning to travel around the U.S., write down the address 
of the place where are planning to stay the longest. If you are an international student, write down the 
name of the school which you are going to attend, and its address. 
9. Make a list of the countries that you visited prior to arriving to the U.S. If you are only coming form 
your home country or from the country where you live, write the name of this country in the first space. 
10. Mark in the given spaces if the purpose of this trip is business or personal. You should mark the box 
personal if the purpose of this trip is tourism (pleasure) or if you are an international student 
11. Mark yes, if you are bringing fruits, plants, meat, food, soil, birds, snails, other live animals, farm 
products, or you have been on a ranch or fann outside the U.S. before arriving in the U.S. 
12. Mark yes, if you are bringing more than $10,000, in the sum of currency, checks, stocks or bonds, 
or any other type of monetary instruments; if you are bringing the foreign equivalent for that amount of 
money or the combination of the two. 
H-l 
, 
13. Mark in this space if you are bringing commercial merchandise with you. Commercial merchandise, 
is that merchandise that you are bringing for the purpose of trade. This merchandise could have been 
bought in the U.S, or any foreign country. 
14. If you are a U.S Resident; write the total value of all the goods, including commercial merchandise, 
and articles that you bought in a duty free shop, and that you acquired abroad. Include the value of all 
articles purchased and even those articles received as a gift. Write the description of every article, by their 
common name. Write down the price of the article, and finally write down the total value of the prices 
of each article, and put this total on the back of this form. If you don't have anything to declare write $ 
-0- in the space to the right. If you are a visitor, you should write down the value of all the goods that you 
brought to this country intended for commercial use, or for gifts. 
Signature Instructions. 
After reading, and understanding the instructions to fill out this form, sign the form in the given space 









































Spanish instructions for cornp1etine the 60S9B 
INSTRUCCIONES GENERALES 
-Lea y escuche atentamente las instrucciones. Oprima el bot6n enumerado allado de la pregunta, que 
se encuentra en la pantalla. 
1. Escriba su apellido paterno, 0 el apellido de su familia. 
2. Escriba su primer nombre. 
3. Escriba la inicial de su segundo nombre. Si usted no tiene segundo nombre, escriba las iniciales NMI 
en el espacio dado. 
4. Escriba en este espacio, su fecha de nacimiento en la forma (DO /MM fAA), (Dial Mesf Ano). 
5. Escriba el nombre de la linea aerea, 0 barco con el que usted esta viajando, y seguidamente escriba 
el numero de su vuelo. Esta informaci6n la puede encontrar en su boleto 0 pasaje aereo. 
6. Escriba el numero de familiares que viajan con usted. No se incluya ud. en este numero. Los 
familiares que debe inclufr son las personas que estao a su cargo (Esposa, ninos, sobrinos menores de 
edad, ancianos). Si otra persona adulta, de su misma famila viaja con usted,(Cunada/o, 0 un hermano 
adulto, quien es responsable de si mismo) esa persona tiene que lIenar un formulario individualmente. 
7. a.) Escriba en este espacio, el pais de d6nde usted tiene ciudadania. b.) Escriba en este espacio el pais 
de donde usted tiene residencia. Estos dos paises pueden ser distintos 0 iguales. U sted es considerado 
un residente de los Estados Unidos, si usted tiene un permiso para trabajar en este pais (green card). 
8. a.) Escriba aquf la direcci6n d6nde usted piensa permanecer durante su estadfa en este pais (puede 
ser un hotel 0 casa de familia). b.) Escriba la ciudad d6nde usted piensa permanecer. c) Escriba las 
iniciales del estado d6nde piensa permanecer. Si usted piensa viajar dentro de los Estados U nidos, escriba 
la ultima direcci6n donde usted se quedanl Si usted es un estudiante internacional, escriba en este 
espacio la Universidad 0 Colegio que usted atendera y su direcci6n. 
9. Escriba una lista de los paises que usted visit6 antes de llegar a los Estados Unidos. Si usted solo 
viene de su pais natal 0 de d6nde usted vive, escriba el nombre de este pais en el primer espacio. 
10. Marque en el espacio apropiado si el prop6sito de su viaje es de negocios 0 personal. Si el prop6sito 
de su viaje es turismo, marque el espacio correspondiente a personal. Si usted es un estudiante 
internacional, marque el espacio correspondiente a personal. 
11. Marque SI, si usted tnie frutas frescas, plantas naturales, semillas, pajaros, carne 0 cualquier animal 
vivo; 0 ha estado en una granja 0 finca poco tiempo antes de entrar a este pais. 
1-1 
12. Marque SI, si usted tnie mas de $10,000 en la suma de dinero en efectivo, cheques, bonos, giros 
bancarios,o acciones, en cualquier combinaci6n de estos 0 cualquierotro tipo de instrumento monetario; 
o si trae el equivalente en d61ares de su moneda nacional. 
13. Marque en este espacio si tnie mercancfa consigo mismo. Se considera como mercancfa cualquier 
producto que usted traiga a este pais con el prop6sito de usarlo para el comercio. Esta mercaderia puede 
haber sido comprada en los Estados Unidos, 0 en el extranjero. 
14. Si usted es un residente de los Estados Unidos; escriba el valor total de todos los artfculos que usted 
trae, inc1uyendo mercaderia que ustedobtuvoen las tiendas librede impuestos (Duty free), o que lahaya 
adquirido en el extranjero. Inc1uya el valor de todos los articulos adquiridos, inc1uyendo aquellos 
recibidos como regalos. La descripci6n de los precios de cada artfculo, escnbala en el reverso de este 
formulario. Escriba el valor total de tales artfculos en el espacio dado. Si no tiene nada que declarar 
escriba $ -0- en el espacio a la derecha. Si usted es un visitante, escriba el valor total de los artfculos que 
trae a este pais, cuyo prop6sito es para el comercio, 0 todos aquellos artfculos que usted piensa dejar en 
este pais como regalo a un pariente 0 amigo. 
Instrucciones para la firma 
Despues de haber letdo y entendido las instrucciones, ftrme el formulario y escriba la fecha del dla de 




























Em:Usb translation of Spanish instructions for completip2 the 6059B 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
- Read and listen carefully to the instructions. Press the button beside each question to receive oral and 
written instructions. 
1. Write your father's last name, or the last name of your family. 
2. Write your first name. 
3. Write the initial of your second name. If you don't have a second name, write the initials NMI in 
the given space. 













5. Write the name of the airline, or the boat (vessel) in which you are traveling, include the flight 
number after it. This infonnation can be found on your ticket. 
6. Write the number of family members that are traveling with you. Do not include yourself in this 
number. The family members that you have to include, are those persons of whom you are in charge 
(wife, children, the elderly, etc ... ). If another adult person, of your same family is traveling with you, 
this person will have to fill out a fonn, individually. 
7 a.) Write the Country of Citizenship. b.) Write the Country of Residence in the given space. These 
countries could be the same or different. You are considered to be a U.S. resident if you are allowed to 
work in this country (green card). 
8. a.) Write the address where you expect to stay, during your visit in the U.S. (This can be a house, 
a hotel, apartment, etc ... ). b.) Write the initials of the state where you expect to stay. c.) Write the name 
of the city where you expect to stay. If you are planning to travel around the U.S., write down the address 
of the place where you are planning to stay the longest. If you are an international student, write down 
the name of the School which you are going to attend, and its address. 
9. Make a list of the countries that you visited priorto arriving to the U.S. If you are only coming from 
your home country or from where you live, write the name of this country in the first space. 
10. Mark in the appropiate spaces if the purpose of this trip is business or personal. If the purpose of 
this trip is tourism (pleasure) mark the space corresponding to personal. If you are an international 
student, mark the space corresponding to personal. 
11. Mark yes, if you are bringing fruits, plants, meat, food, soil, birds, snails, other live animals, farm 
products, or you have been in a ranch or farm outside the U.S. before arriving to the U.S. 
12. Mark yes, if you are bringing more than $10,000, in the sum of effective money, checks, stocks or 
J-l 
, 
bonds, or any other type of monetary instruments; if you are bringing the foreign equivalent for that 
amount of money or the combination of the two. 
13. Mark in this space if you are bringing commercial merchandise with you. Commercial merchan-
dise, is that merchandise that you are bringing for the purpose of trade. This merchandise could have 
been bought in the U.S, or any foreign country. 
14. If you are a U.S. Resident; write the total value of all the goods, including commercial merchandise, 
and articles that you bought in a duty free shop, and that you acquired abroad. Include the value of all 
articles purchased and even those articles received as a gift. Write the description of every article, by 
their common name. Write down the price of the article, and finally write down the total value of the 
prices of each article, and put this total on the back of this form. If you don't have anything to declare 
write $ -0- in the space to the right. If you are a visitor, you should write down the value of all the goods 
that you brought to this country intended for commercial use, or for gifts. 
Signature Instructions. 
After having read and understood the instuctions, sign the form and write today's date, in the. form 









































Functional Specifications for the IT A 
The FfA project demonstrated the proof-of-concept of using a computer to present speech and text 
instructions to Non-English speaking users in a selected language. The proof -of-concept demonstration 
system was useful in determining the minimum acceptable level of system funnctionality. The following 
functional specifications address that minimum level of functionality. 
Hardware 
• mM PC AT clone utilizing a 286 CPU operating at 8 MHz 
• Hard drive with the capacity to accept multiple speech files 
• Standard 16 color VGA card 
• Black and White monitor 
• Standard telephone handset with armored cable (without microphone) 
• External functioning speech delivery capability 
• In-line, selectable level speech amplifier 
• User, telephone style keypad, input device 
Software 
• Primary software management shell capable of : 
• displaying and swapping high-quality pictures on a VGA screen, 
• changing the screen color palette, 
• interfacing with, and controling external programs to: 
• produce sound, 
• animation, and 
• interact with and control the user input device (Keypad). 
Environmental Housing 
• An environmental housing for the Ff A capable of providing: 
• security from pilferage and vandalism in a public access area, 
• access by the user to the: 
• keypad device for user input, 
• computer screen for visual information, 
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Hardware Requirements for the Forms Translator Assistant (FTA) 
• IBMTM compatible, PC with DOS 3.3 or higher 
• COVOX-rM Speech Thing 
• Hard disk with 3 MB of free space 
• High-density 3.5" disk drive 
Installing the FT A 
(NOTE: These directions assume your High-density 3.5" disk drive is your A: drive) 
1. At thH DOS prompt (C:\») type: 
md\fta .J ( .J = Enter key) 
2. Place FTA Demo Disk #1 into the A: drive 
3. Type : 
copy a:*.* \fta .J 
4. When the DOS prompt returns, remove Disk #1 
5. Repeat steps 2 through 4 for Disks #2 and #3 
Running the FT A Demonstration 
1. At the DOS prompt (C:\) type: 
cd\fta .J 
2. The DOS prompt will change to C:\ fta. Then type : 
fta .J 
The FTA program will start. The FTA program is designed to continiously cycle through the 
interface instructions, in each language, until interrupted with a command for information. This 
FTA Demonstration is only available in Spanish. 
Interface Instructions 
• You may use the keyboard number keys, or 
• You may use the numeric keypad (with Num Lock ON ! ) for input. 
• You may also use the Space Bar as the * key to return to the previous screen. 
• Press Q to quit the Demo program. 
En~lish Instructions for completin~ the CF60S9B used in the ETA 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
- Read and listen carefully to the given instructions. Press the numbered borrom, next to the question , 
given on screen. 
1. Write your last name or family name. 
2. Write your first name. 
3. Write the initial of your middle name. If you don't have a middle name, write the initials NMI in the 
gIven space. 
4. Write your date of binh, in the form (DD JMM NY). 
5. Write the name of the vessel, or airline and include the flight number after it. You will be able to 
find this information in your plane ticket. 
6. Write the number of family members that are traveling with you. Do not include yourself. The family 
members that you have to incl ude, are those who are under yourresponsibili ty (wife, children, the elderly, 
etc ... ). If another adult in your family is traveling with you, this person will have to fill out a form, 
individuall y. 
7. a.)Write the Country of Citizenship. b.) Country of Residence in the given space. These countries 
could be the same or different. You are considered to be a U.S. resident if you possess a Green Card 
(work permit). 
8. a.) Write the address where you expect to stay, during your visit in the U.S. (This can be a house, 
a hotel, apartment, etc ... ). b.) Write the name of the city where you expect to stay. c.) Write the initials 
of the state where you expectto stay. If you are planning to travel around the U.S., write down the address 
of the place where are planning to stay the longest. If you are an international student, write down the 
name of the school which you are going to attend, and its address. 
9. Make a list of the countries that you visited prior to arriving to the U.S. If you are only coming form 
your home country or from the country where you live, write the name of this country in the fust space. 
10. Mark in the given spaces if the purpose of this trip is business or personal. You should mark the box 
personal if the purpose of this nip is tourism (pleasure) or if you are an international student 
11. Mark yes, if you are bringing fruits, plants, meat, food, soil, birds, snails, other live animals, farm 








































12. Mark yes, if you are bringing more than $10,000, in the sum of currency, checks, stocks or bonds, 
or any other type of monetary instruments; if you are bringing the foreign equivalent for that amount of 
money or the combination of the two. 
13. Mark in this space if you are bringing commercial merchandise with you. Commercial merchandise, 
is that merchandise that you are bringing for the purpose of trade. This merchandise could have been 
bought in the U.S, or any foreign country. 
14. If you are a U.S Resident; write the total value of all the goods, including commercial merchandise, 
and articles that you bought in a duty free shop, and that you acquired abroad. Include the value of all 
articles purchased and even those articles received as a gift. Write the description of every article, by their 
common name. Write down the price of the article, and fmally write down the total value of the prices 
of each article, and put this total on the back of this form. If you don't have anything to declare write $ 
-0- in the space to the right. If you are a visitor, you should write down the value of all the goods that you 
brought to this country intended for commercial use, or for gifts. 
Signature Instructions. 
After reading, and understanding the instructions to flll out this form, sign the form in the given space 
and date it, in the form (DD /MM NY). 
3 
SDanish instructions for cornDletine the CF6059B used in the ITA 
INSTRUCCIONES GENERALES 
-Lea y escuche atentamente las instrucciones. Oprima el bot6n enumerado allado de la pregunta, que 
se encuentra en la pantalla. 
1. Escriba su apellido paterno, 0 el apellido de su familia. 
2. Escriba su primer nombre. 
3. Escriba la inicial de su segundo nombre. Si usted no tiene segundo nombre, escriba las iniciales NMI 
en el espacio dado. 
4. Escriba en este espacio, su fecha de nacimiento en la forma (DD!MM fAA), (Dfal Mesf Ano). 
5. Escriba el nombre de la lfnea aerea, 0 barco con el que usted esm viajando, y seguidamente escriba 
el numero de su vuelo. Esta informaci6n la puede encontrar en su boleto 0 pasaje aereo. 
6. Escriba el numero de familiares que viajan con usted. No se inc1uya ud. en este numero. Los 
familiares que debe inclufr son las personas que esmn a su cargo (Esposa, nin~s, sobrinos menores de 
edad, ancianos). Si otra persona adulta, de su misma famila viaja con usted, (Cunadalo, 0 un hermano 
adulto, quien es responsable de sf mismo) esa persona tiene que llenar un formulario individualmente. 
7. a.) Escriba en este espacio, el pals de d6nde usted tiene ciudadanfa. b.) Escriba en este espacio el pals 
de donde usted tiene residencia. Estos dos paises pueden ser distintos 0 iguales. Usted es considerado 
un residente de los Estados U nidos, si usted tiene un perrniso para trabajar en este pals (green card). 
8. a.) Escriba aqui la direcci6n d6nde usted piensa permanecer durante su estadfa en este pals (puede 
ser un hotel 0 casa de familia). b.) Escriba la ciudad d6nde usted piensa permanecer. c) Escriba las 
iniciales del estado d6nde piensa permanecer. Si usted piensa viajardentro de los Estados U nidos, escriba 
la ultima direcci6n donde usted se quedara. Si usted es un estudiante internacional, escriba en este 
espacio la Universidad 0 Colegio que usted atendeni y su direcci6n. 
9. Escriba una lista de los paises que usted visit6 antes de llegar a los Estados Unidos. Si usted solo 
viene de su pais natal 0 de d6nde usted vive, escriba el nombre de este pals en el primer espacio. 
10. Marque en el espacio apropiado si el prop6sito de su viaje es de negocios 0 personal. Si el prop6sito 
de su viaje es turismo, marque el espacio correspondiente a personal. Si usted es un estudiante 
_ internacional, marque el espacio correspondiente a personal. 
11. Marque SI, si usted me frutas frescas, plantas naturales, semillas, pajaros, carne 0 cualquier animal 








































12. Marque SI, si usted nae mas de $10,000 en la suma de dinero en efectivo, cheques, bonos, giros 
bancarios,o accicmes, en cualquier combinaci6n de estos 0 cualquier otto tipo de instrumento monetario; 
o si ttae el equivalente en d61ares de su moneda nacional. 
13. Marque en este espacio si tnie mercancia consigo mismo. Se considera como mercancia cualquier 
producto que usted traiga a este pais con el prop6sito de usarlo para el comercio. Esta mercaderfa puede 
haber side comprada en los Estados Unidos, 0 en el extranjero. 
14. Si usted es un residente de los Estados Unidos; escriba el valor total de todos los articulos que usted 
tnie, incluyendo rnercaderfa que usted obtuvo en las tiendas libre de impuestos (Duty free), 0 que la haya 
adquirido en el extranjero. Incluya el valor de todos los articulos adquiridos, incluyendo aquellos 
recibidos como regalos. La descripci6n de los precios de cada articulo, escnbala en el reverso de este 
formulario. Escriba el valor total de tales articulos en el espacio dado. Si no tiene nada que declarar 
escriba $ -0- en el espacio a la derecha. Si usted es un visitante, escriba el valor total de los articulos que 
trae a este pais, cuyo prop6sito es para el comercio, 0 todos aquellos articulos que usted piensa dejar en 
este pais como regalo a un pariente 0 amigo. 
Instrucciones para la firma 
Despues de haber leido y entendido las insttucciones, fInne el fonnulario y escriba la fecha del dia de 
hoy en la forma (DD /MM fAA). 
5 
Enelish translation of Spanish instructions for coropletine the CF60S9B used in the ITA 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
- Read and listen carefully to the instructions. Press the button beside each question to receive oral and 
written instructions. 
1. Write your father's last name, or the last name of your family. 




3. Write the initial of your second name. If you don't have a second name, write the initials NMI in I 
the given space. 
4. Write in this space your date of birth, in the form (DO /MM !YY) (Day/ Month! Year). 
5. Write the name of the airline, or the boat (vessel) in which you are traveling, include the flight 
number after it. This information can be found on your ticket 
6. Write the number of family members that are traveling with you. Do not include yourself in this 
number. The family members that you have to include, are those persons of whom you are in charge 
(wife, children, the elderly, etc ... ). If another adult person, of your same family is traveling with you, 
this person will have to fill out a form, individually. 
7 a.) Write the Country of Citizenship. b.) Write the Country of Residence in the given space. These 
countries could be the same or different. You are considered to be a U.S. resident if you are allowed to 
work in this country (green card). 
8. a.) Write the address where you expect to stay, during your visit in the U.S. (This can be a house, 
a hotel, apartment, etc ... ). b.) Write the initials of the state where you expect to stay. c.) Write the name 
of the city where you expect to stay. If you are planning to travel around the U.S., write down the address 
of the place where you are planning to stay the longest. If you are an international student, write down 
the name of the School which you are going to attend, and its address. 
9. Make a list of the countries that you visited prior to arriving to the U.S. If you are only coming from 
your home country or from where you live, write the name of this country in the first space. 
10. Mark in the appropiate spaces if the purpo~e of this trip is business or personal. If the purpose of 
this trip is tourism (pleasure) mark the space corresponding to personal. If you are an international 
student, mark the space corresponding to personal. 
11. Mark yes, if you are bringing fruits, plants, meat, food, soil, birds, snails, other live animals, farm 
products, or you have been in a ranch or farm outside the U.S. before arriving to the U.S . - -
12. Mark yes, if you are bringing more than $10,000, in the sum of effective money, checks, stocks or 
bonds, or any other type of monetary instruments; if you are bringing the foreign equivalent for that 



































13. Mark in this space if you are bringing commercial merchandise with you. Commercial merchan-
dise, is that merchandise that you are bringing for the purpose of trade. This merchandise could have 
been bought in the U.S, or any foreign country. 
14. If you are aU .S. Resident; write the total value of all the goods, including commercial merchandise, 
and articles that you bought in a duty free shop, and that you acquired abroad. Include the value of all 
articles purchased and even those articles received as a gift. Write the description of every article, by 
their common name. Write down the price of the article, and finally write down the total value ~f the 
prices of each article, and put this total on the back of this form. If you don't have anything to declare 
write $ -0- in the space to the right If you are a visitor, you should write down the value of all the goods 
that you brought to this country intended for commercial use, or for gifts. 
Signature Instructions. 
After having read and understood the instuctions, sign the form and write today's date, in the form 
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Figure 1. Opening Screen of the Forms Translator Assistant 
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A LOS 
,ESTADOS UNIDOS 
OEPAI=lT AMENTa OEL TESO~O ,. ... _-0 
5ER"flOO OE ~ OE LOS ESTAOOS u«:>os ._-_-.. 
DEClARACION DE ADUANAS 
l' CFR 1%%.77.1 .... 12.1 ... . 111. H' . 111 
Todo viaj4ro 0 j«. d4t rarn ilia qu. 1 .. 9'l a los Estados Unidos ~e rac ilitar la 
iri'ormaeiOn siguierte (basta con una dKia.raci6n porramilia) 
1 . ~idO ,-------+-0 
[il 
[il 
Figure 3. Upper Half (Questions No.1. - 8.) of CF6059B (Pfototype) (Spanish) 









1~=:::i~A: :,,~ ~'!:f 
1. Escrba su 
apeJlido paterno, 
o el a.pellido de 
su familia. 
.J. 
Figure 4. Instructions for Question No.1. 
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• .:.: ' ", u 
iz'.o.~;;:: 
;;;;.;,; . . . : : :::;;; 
. . 
'j;:::::: '1 i 
:::::":;::: . ;;;;:::; . . ~( :~ ~~~ 











2. Escrba su 
primer nombre. 
. ...... 
Figure 5. Instructions for Question No.2. 
,:.:,;.::: . '~ .,... . 
';::::: 




: ;:;:;, ;: : I~. ;;;;;;. ~:;:; ;;~;;;; 
::;:~::; ;;;;;; 




3. Escrba Ia Inicial 
de su segundo 
nombre. 51 usted no 
tiene segundo 
nombre, escrba las 




























































t :~: . ';'8; ::::::: . ~:,; {::; ~;;;;;;;::;;;;;::;):~ .::::,, : . . ' o': . ;:;;::: 
::,; . ":< .. ;.;:: ·:;·: ,<:,::~~'tr>.: :;.: ' :':'. 
:':'::'::;:::: 
I ) 
. :,.,. ;::::: 
: ~ 
4. Escrl:>a en e5te 
espaclo, su fecha de 
nacimiento en Ia 
forma (DO IMM 1M), 
( Dial Mesl Aoo ). 
. ';' .' 
Figure 7. Instructions for Question No.4. 
::::;::: ::;;:::~ ::::.: ,;':;:? ' :'-:::':: ;;;:;: 
~ ; 
~ O. 0. vu.lo. not r.oeIDateo 
! _1 .L t 
~" 
5. Escrba el nombre de Ia 
linea aerea, 0 barco con el 
Que US1ed esti vlajando, y 
seguidamente escrba el 
numero de su vuelo. Esta 
InformacIOn Ia puede 
encontrar en su boleto 0 
pasaje aereo. 
:.;.; 
. · '::::1 
Figure 8. Instructions for Question No.5. 
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. ,;:,:; 
, :;:; . 
'::"-
::'::;:' . 
7. ~a . 
.. 
~:: 
~:: . ~ 
;;:'-~ 
6. Escri:la el numero de 
famillares que vlajan con 
usted. No se IncJuya ud. en 
este numero. Los famnlares 
que debe Incluk son las 
pe~nas que estiin a su cargo 
(Esposa, nlnos, sabrinos 
menores de edad, anclanos). 
SI otra pe~na adulta, de su 
mlsma tamlla vlaja con usted, 
(Cunada/o, 0 un hennano 
adulto, qulen es responsable 
de si mlsmo) esa persona 
tlene que lIenar un formularlo 
Indlvldualmente. 
Figure 9. Instructions for Question No.6. 
::=;:::::: . :::::~::: 
:::~: 
iii::::::: : :::::: :::::: ::::' t . .. :.::: : : : 
Pals 0. CUdaOana 
1 7. (b.J "ais oe 
, 
. : :::::::::::: 
. . 
:::::~:i · . . 
7. a) Escrba en este espaclo, 
el pais de d6nde usted tiene 
c ludadarJa. b) Escrba en 
este espacio el pais de donde 
usted tlene resldencla. Estos 
dos palses pueden ser 
distintos 0 Iguales. Usted es 
conslderado un resldente de 
los E stados U n/dos, sl usted 
tiene un penn Iso para trabajar 
en este pais (green card). 
';:::i . n o::: 
'';::::':;:;'-':;:,0<:':: :::;,;.<::,.:::= :..,:, ' 
. . :::~:::::: 
. :::::::::;;;::: 
: . :::~~} 
ro o:: 
. . . 
. :to:, 













































:::·r: . . : •. : . . ::::::. . :::::::::::::::: 
B. (a: HW'o ..... en EE. UU. (No. ~caJ"lhotel) 
, 
B. (b) O~nen EE. UU. (Ciudad) lB. (C) _ •• _, ,.n EE. W . (EsbIdo) 
.~ ~ I I I I I I I 1 LI 
8. a) ESCrDa aquf Ia direccl6n 
dOnde usted plensa permanecer 
durante su estad1'a en este pals 
(puede ser un hotel 0 casa de 
familia). b) EscrDa Ia cludad 
dOnde usted piensa permanecer. 
f'~iffil~ · c) Escriba las Inlclales del estado 
W d6nde plensa permanecer. 51 
:::;.. usted plensa viaJar dentro de los 
·Estados Unldos, escriJa Ia ultima 
dlreccJ6n donde usted se 
quedara. 51 usted es un 
estudiante Intemaclonal, escrlba 
en este espaclo Ia Unlversldad 0 
CoJegIo que usted atendera y su 
dlreccJ6n. 
Figure 11 . Instructions for Question No. 8.a., 8.b., and 8.c. 
~.~iji~imi,i ii'~, !r~rnii~~:~·~J,;m:~ 
[!) 
, t I ! , 
sO NcO 
sO NcO 
------ ----~----- - ------- - ------------ -us us. n· ~ Ir~ • n 
Figure 12. Lower Half (Questions No. 9. - 15.) of CF6059B (Prototype) (Spanish) 
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::::::' :::::::.i=;:::. i::::::::~::"::::V:. 
. . :::::: ~::::::;::: :::::::::~::::: ::::::::::: 
. ~:::::::::;::::"~~::;:,:::~::: 
9. ~ visCidos.n HIlt va,.. artH de iMogara los EE. IU. 
i] I I , I I ! I I I [bJ I ! I I t I I 
, 
9. Escrba una IIsta de 10, 
paIse, que usted vlsit6 
antes de ~r a los 
Estados UnJdos. 51 usted 
solo vlene de su pais natal 
ode dOnde u,ted vlve, 
escrl:>a el nombre de este 
pais en el primer espaclo. 
, , 
I I , 
Figure 13. Instructions for Question No.9. 
:: . ".:,t::: ;:;::::: ::::::: :::, ,i: 
10. EI pC-opOsito de m yiaje es 0 eta: 
(Marque \.1"10 oamo~ e~ci~. si es aplicatlle) Ne9oci~DpersonalD 
::~: Ii<"! 
::'1' . 
, O. Marque en el espacio 
aproplado si el pr0p6sito de 
su vlaje es de negocios 0 
personal. 51 el pr0p6sito de 
su vlaje es turlsmo, marque 
el espacio correspondiente 
a personal. 51 usted es un 
estudiante IntemacionaJ, 
marque el espacio 
correspondiente a personal. 









































. :' : 
. :.:.:. 
:::;:: 
11 . Traigo (Traemos) tn.rtas, pIartaS, cames, almentos, HerTa, c:ar.acoles, U 
oIros ~ Yivos, PI't)OJc:tos agricol:as~~ he Chemos) SID NoD 
estado er)lSla tinea o'~tuerade los t:t:. UU. : 
:",-" :::,tt«·:'S:+" ::~ . 
:;;;;'; 
' ;::-J 
11. Marque 51, sl usted trae 
frutas frescas, plantas 
naturale" semllla" pajaros, 
came 0 cualquler animal 
vivo; 0 ha estado en una 
granja 0 flnca poco tJempo 
antes de entrar a este pais. 
Figure 15. Instructions for Question No. 11. 
i;;;;:i. .. 
. ,:c" . . ',:!:: 
12. ~~~o.. (Traemos) mas de US $10,000 .00 en 
"" ,;~:;,:~ . en instn.mentos. monetartos, ° su S ID 
eql." .. lente en moneda extrarjera: 
n:~,::: : .~: 
. ~ . 
·12. Marque 51, sl usted trae mas 11:""1111 de $1 0,000 en Ia suma de dinero 
en efectlvo, cheques, bonos, 
giro, bancark?s, 0 acciones, en :=.:;:; 
cualquier comblnacl6n de estos 
o cualquier otro t~ de 
Instrumento monetario; 0 sl trae 
el equivalente en delaTeS de su 
moneda nacional. 
Figme 16. Instructions for Question No. 12. 
15 
· '", 
13. Tengo (Tenerro!S) mercan:::ia cornerciaJ de 1o!S 0 
EE. W . 0 e:xtranjen: (M;u'~Je !Solo un e:spacio) SI 
. i :' :~+j:: .:' QI.!lI!t;:~:: ::'" " r::l :~i: ::;:;:; :::::;::; ; 
13. Marque en este espaclo 
sl trae mercancfa conslgo 
mismo. Se consldera como 
mercancia cualquJer 
producto que usted traiga a 
este pais con el propOsito 
de usarlo para el comerclo. 
Esta mercaderia puede 
haber sido com prada en los 
Estados Unidos. 0 en el 
extranjero. 
Figure 17. Instructions for Question No. 13. 
NcO 
14. SI usted es un res\dente de los Estados 
Unidos; escJi:)a el valor total de todos 10, 
articulos que usted trae. Incluyendo mercaderfa 
que usted obtuvo en /as tlenetas libre de 
Impuestos (Duty free), 0 que /a haya adqulrido 
en el extranJero. Incluya el valor de todos los 
articulos adqulridos. Incluyendo aquellos 
recbldo, como regalos. La descripci6n de los 
preclos de ada articulo. escriba/a en el revel'3O 
de este formulario. Escrt>a el valor total de tales 
articulos en el espaclo dado. SI no tiene nada 
que cIeclarar escrba $0 en el espaclo a /a 
derecha. SI usted es un visitante, escrba el valor 
total de los articulos que trae a este pats. cuyo 
PropOsito es para el comerclo, 0 todos aquellos 
articulos que usted piensa dejaren este pats 
como regaJo a un pariente 0 amigo. 






































r:~;rfii::I:~::~~:;;:·"·;;'·"":·:~·:::·::::::::::~:::·:::-; ' , 
;:~I:' :;::li::=":::::: =:~:: ' : . . 
:~ 
.,. 14 ... 1& &I ~o II ... 
7·~l:JI:: :;::~ ::::~::.; 
. • y lie 11-. .. Ia _, 
~ -------------------------~ 
Despues de ha.ber 
leido y entenclldo las 
Instrucclones. "rrne 
el forrnularfo y. 
escrDa Ia tecta del 
dia de hoy en Ia 
forma (DO IMM 1M). 
Figure 19. Instructions for Signature Block (Question No. 15.) 
Need help with Customs Declaration Forms? 
• Pick up the telephone C 
handset 
• Press button m shown 
on screen. 
You will see and hear 
instructions in your 
own language. 
Figure 20. Animated Instruction Screen in English. (Button No.2.) 
17 
Tbis language is not available 
at this time. 
Figure 21. English Screen - Not Available Message. 
Necessita de ajuda com as 
Formularios de Alfandega? 
• Pegue 0 telefone. C 
• Aperte 0 botao m que 
. aparece na tela. 
Voce vera e escutara 
instru~Oes no seu idiom a. 








































Esse idioma l1ao se encontra 
disponivel no momento. 
This language is not available 
at this time. 
Figure 23. Portuguese Screen - Not Available Message. 
Branches Sie Hilse mit dem. Zollfonnular? 
• NehmenSie dem 
Horerab. c 
• Droucken Sie dem 
Knopf [iJ wie auf dem 
bieldschie.rm angezeight 
Sie werden die Imtruktionen 
in Ihrer Sprache horen und 
sehen. 
Figure 24. Animated Instruction Screen in Gennan. (Bunon No. 4.) 
19 
Diese Sprache ist nicht zerfu.gbar 
ZU diesem zeitpunkt. 
This-language is not available 
at this time. 
Figure 25. German Screen - Not Available Message. 
Vous avez: besQln d~assistance: POUt' remplir 
la Declaration de DQ\lane:? 
• Decrochez Ie C 
telephone. 
• Appyuez sur Ia touche []] 
qui apparait sur l' ecran. 
Yous allez recevoir 
des instructions audio-
viruelles dans votre 
langue matemelle. 








































Cette langue n'est pas disponible 
pour Ie momel1t. 
This language is not available 
at this time. 
Figure 27. French Screen - Not Available Message. 
Serve aiuto a compilarc i moduli di . 
Dichiarazionc di Dogana? 
• Sollevare il ricevitore C 
del telefono. 
• ?remere il bottone [I] 
come cia ftgma sulla 
schermo. 
Yedni e sentira istruzioni 
nella propria lingua 





Questa lingua non e ancora 
I disponible. 
I 
This language is not available 
I at this time. 
I 
I 
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FORMS TRANSLATOR ASSISTANT 
Proof-of-Concept Demonstration Source Code 
The following source code is provided in accordance with the provisions of U.S. Customs Service, De-
partment of the Treasury, Contract Number CS-1-91-32892-2/003. The "Forms Translator Assistant" 
/*** FTA autoexec script ***/ 
/*** C. Gouge 17 Mar 92 ***/ 
go 1; 




set lang = "lang "; 
set lang1 = "span"; 
set lang2 = "engl"; 
set lang3 "port"; 
set lang4 = "germ"; 
set langS "fren"; 
set lang6 "ital"; 
var formOK(6) , handOK(6); 
/** which langs have form **/ 
set formOK = "1"; 
/* which langs have titles */ 
set handOK = "1234S6"; 
/** sections -> questions **/ 
var A1(2),A2(2),A3(2), 
A4 (2) ,AS (2) ,A6 (2) ,A 7 (2) , 
AB(2),A9(2), 
BB (2), B9 (2) ,BO (2) ,B1 (2) , 
B2 (2) , B3 (2) , B4 (2) , BS (2) ; 
set A1 ="01"; set BB ="OB"; 
set A2="02"; set B9 ="09"; 
set A3 ="03"; set BO ="10"; 
set A4 ="04"; set B1 ="11"; 
set AS ="OS"; set B2 ="12"; 
set A6 ="06"; set B3 ="13"; 
set A7 ="07"; set B4 ="14"; 
set AB ="OB"; set BS ="1S"; 
set A9 ="09"; 
1 
var sect(1),ques(2),said(7); 
/* key (timeout for input) * / 
var key(20 ); 
set key(20 , 1 ) = chr (O) ; 
/********** hand ***********/ 
load ready, "READY . PAL"; 
load press, "PRESS . PAL"; 
var i ( l) ; set i = 0 ; 
palette ready; 
@moveHand 
object "screen "; 
change "MAINLOGO "; 
palette ready ; 
set key = "60 ": chr (O): 
" Q":handOK:chr( O) ; 
extern "GETKEY", key; 
if key(l,l) $= "S" { 
set i = i + 1; 




set key = " 20 ":chr(O): 
"Q":handOK:chr(O) ; 
extern "GETKEY", key ; 
if key (1, 1) $= " S" { 
palette pres s; 
set key = " 25 ":chr( O): 
" Q":handOK:chr(O) ; 
extern " GETKEY" , key; 
if key(1,l) $= "s" { 
palette ready ; 
set key = " 20 ":chr(O): 
" Q" : handOK : chr(O) ; 
extern "GETKEY ", key; 
if key (l,l) $= "s" { 
palette press ; 
set key = " 25 ":chr( O) 
" Q": handOK : chr (O) ; 
extern " GETKEY" , key; 
} } }} 1* < - ick 
*1 
if key(l ,l) $= "s" 
jump move Hand; 
1******* which key *********1 if 
key(l,l) $= " Q" quit ; 
match key(l,l), handOK ; 
if result = 0 jump moveHand ; 
set lang = " lang" :key ( l , l) ; 
match key(l,l), formOK ; 
if result = 0 { 
object "screen"; 
change lang" :"CANT" ; 






































/****** bring up form ******/ 
set sect "A"; 




if said = "not yet" 
dos "s ":langA:"SEC"; 
set said = "already"; 
@queskey 
set key ="4000":chr(0) 
" QS891234567 ":chr(0); 
if sect $="B" 
set key ="4000":chr(0): 
"QS891":chr(0); 
extern "GETKEY ", key; 
if sect $="B" & key(l,l)=l 
set key = "300 ":chr(O): 
"QSP0123456789":chr(0); 
extern "GETKEY", key; 
if key(l,l) $= "Q" quit; 
match key (1 ,1) , "012345"; 
if result = 0 jump queskey; 
} 
if key(l,l) $= "Q" quit; 
if key(1,l) $= "S" 
jump movehand; 
set ques = sect:key(l,l); 
object "screen"; 
change langA:"QU":ques A; 
dos "s ":langA :"QU":ques A; 
wait 1; 
if sect $="A" & key(1,1)=9 
set sect =: "B"; 
if sect $="B" & key(1,1)=8 
set sect = "A"; 
jump Section; 
/****** end of script ******/ 
3 
II GETKEY.C 
II 20 Mar 92 
II by Marina Tanco and Christopher Gouge 
II This program is called by the LinkWay autoexec script of the FTA 
fol der . 
II It reads a keypress, from the phone keypad or regular PC keyboard, 
and 
II returns the value of the keypress in a script variable . 
II (written in C, compiled in Turbo C++) 
#include <bios.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <dos .h> 
1* The following are key codes for the phone keypad. *1 
1* The standard keyboard equivalents are also noted . *1 
#define BUTTON 0 OxOb30 1* KEYBOARD 0 *1 
#define BUTTON 1 Ox0231 1* KEYBOARD 1 *1 
#defi ne BUTTON 2 Ox03 32 1* KEYBOARD 2 *1 
#define BUTTON 3 Ox0433 1* KEYBOARD 3 *1 
#define BUTTON 4 
#define BUTTON 5 
#define BUTTON 6 
#define BUTTON 7 
#define BUTTON 8 
#define BUTTON 9 
#define BUTTON STAR 









1* KEYBOARD 4 
1* KEYBOARD 5 




1* KEYBOARD 7 *1 
1* KEYBOARD 8 *1 
1* KEYBOARD 9 *1 
1* KEYBOARD SPACE *1 
1* KEYBOARD ENTER *1 
1* The following allow use of the numeric *1 


































#define KEYPAD STAR Ox37 2a 






















I #define KEYBOARD STAR Ox092a 


















/* Quit options are available for standard keyboard only. */ 
#define KEYBOARD_Q OxI05I 
#define KEYBOARD_q 
#define KEYBOARD ESC 
OxI07I 
OxOIIb 
/* Total number of keys being used */ 
#define MAX KEYS 28 
































/* Return values for respective keypresses */ 
/* Note 'S' == Star (*), 'P' == Pound (#) */ 
/ * and , fo r keyboard only, 'Q' == Quit key * / 
static char RetCodes[ MAX KEYS] = { 
} ; 
, 0 ' , 
, l ' , 
, 2 ' , 
, 3 ' , 
' 4 ' , 
' 5 ' , 
, 6 ' , 
, 7 ' , 
, 8 ' , 
, 9 ' , 
' S ' , 
' P ' , 
, 0 ' , 
, l ' , 
, 2 ' , 
, 3 ' , 
' 4 ' , 
' 5 ' , 
, 6 ' , 
' 7 ' , 
, 8 ' , 
, 9 ' , 
, S ' , 
, S ' , 
' P ' , 
' Q ' , 
' Q ' , 
' Q ' 
int main ( int argc , char *argv [] 
int key ; 
registe r int i ; 
int done = 0; 
char far *ret val = MK FP (atoi (argv [3]), 0) ; 
/* Which return values are OK? */ 
char far *valid ret = MK FP (atoi (argv [3]), 5); 




































int timeout = atoi (ret_val); 
struct time tl, t2; 
int time __ elapsed; 
if (argc < 5) return - 1; 
gettime (&tl); 
while ( !done && !time_up 
gettime (&t2); 






(t2 . ti 
(t2. ti 
if (t i me_elapsed >= timeout ) 
time_up = 1 ; 
*ret val = 'S '; 
if ( bioskey( 1 ) 







i = 0 ; i < MAX_KEYS ; i++ ) 
( ScanCodes [i ] == key ) { 
*ret_val = RetCodes [i] ; 
- tl. ti 
- tl. ti 
- tl. ti 
- tl. ti 
if (strchr (valid_ret, *ret_val)) 
done = 1 ; 
else { 
*ret val = 'S ' ; 
return 0; 
I I End of GETKEY.C 
7 
hour) * 3 6000) + -
min ) * 60 0 ) + -
sec ) * 1 0) + -
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WHITE PAPER 
for the 
Enhanced Forms Translator Assistant 
This paper discusses development of a proof-of-concept project designed to demonstrate 
the ability to utilize pen-based input technology to complete required U. S. Customs forms. 
This project would prototype a computer-based system which would provide a means to 
accept the handwritten input of responses to the questions on the U.S. Customs 
Declaration Form 6059B. The proposed prototype would be developed using the 
previously developed Forms Translator Assistant as the delivery platform and testbed. 
The prototype would be designed to allow the user to select a language, select a 
question, see and hear the directions on how to respond to the question and then allow 
handwritten input of his response via the pen-based input device. This project would be 
titled the Enhanced Forms Translator Assistant (EFf A). 
This EFT A prototype would serve to demonstrate the input phase of the UCF proposed 
Automated Customs Clearing, Examination, and Prescreening of Travelers System 
(ACCEPT) System. Future research could lead to the development of a complete 
ACCEPT system to include the computer presentation, input, transmission and data 
integration into the U.S. Customs "Master Plan for Air Passenger Processing at U.S. 
Airports for thE~ 1990s". 
Outlined below are the Background, Introduction, Objectives, Technical Approach, and 
Deliverables for the EFTA prototype. 
BACKGROUND 
The Institute for Simulation and Training, University of Central Florida, under contract to the 
U.S. Customs Service, has developed a computer assisted Forms Translator Assistant (PTA). 
This Research and Development contract was the result of an unsolicited proposal to the U. S. 
Customs Service. The unsolicited proposal sought to demonstrate the potentfal use of the PTA 
as a means to allow foreign visitors, with low or nonexistent English reading skills, to complete 
the U.S. Customs declaration forms assisted by a low-cost computer presentation. This project 
is on time and has met the objectives of the PTA proposal. 
Use or disclosure of data contained on this sheet is subject to the restriction on the title page of this white paper. 
Those objectives were to: 
• Take advantage of recent advances in computer technology which support computer 
delivered speech and text; 
• Design a functional Forms Translator Assistant in as short a time as possible; and, 
• Produce and test this Forms Translator Assistant for proof-of-concept within six months (or 
sooner) after program start. 
The demonstrated success of the Forms Translator Assistant was the first, and most critical, 
step, in the development of an Automated Customs Clearing, Examination, and Pre-
screening of Travelers (ACCEPT) system. Without this feasibility demonstration, the 
decision to proceed with the development of a automated, computer-based system to pre-
screen air travelers could not logically proceed to the next developmental step, a prototype 
testbed to demonstrate the input phase of the UCF proposed ACCEPT System. 
INTRODUCTION 
This White Paper outlines a research and development project to determine the system 
requirements and develop a prototype testbed for an EFT A prototype. The basis of this White 
Paper is an ordered "Systems Approach" to analyze, design, develop, and evaluate the EFT A 
system. 
In the analysis and development of the Fr A, it became apparent that the development of an 
automated capability to complete the Customs declaration forms could be achieved if a number 
of critical issues could be resolved. These critical issues are: 
• Can the instructions for completing the Customs declaration forms be presented to the user 
in both text and speech in a selected foreign language via a low-cost, computer based system? 
• Can the user complete the Customs declaration forms using a system which will accept 
hand written information? 
• Can the system receive, store, and reproduce the signature of the user with a high 
degree of accuracy so that it can be introduced as evidence in a court of law if required? 
• Can the system provide a means of printing a completed Customs form on demand at 
any time? 
• Can the system provide a portable electronic means to store a personal copy of the data 
which will accompany the passenger while in route? 
• Can the system interface with other sources such as the Advanced Passenger Information 
System (APIS) and from airline ticketing systems? 
• Can the system transmit the data collected in a timely fashion to the U.S. Customs Service 
Data Center in a format compatible with the Interagency Border Inspection System (IBIS) and 
the APIS. 
• Can the system be made fully compatible with the existing computer based systems within 
the Air Passenger Processing Master Plan for the 1990's. 
If the critical issues listed above can be addressed in a systematic research and development 
program then the goal of 100% automated pre-screening can be achieved by the U.S . Customs 
Service. -We propose to develop a prototype to demonstrate that those critical issues listed 
above in bold print can be accomplished 
The availability and cooperation of the Greater Orlando Aviation Authority has been sought and 
gained on a previously proposed project to research the FrA prototype development under a 








































Florida High Technology and Industry Council grant and under the U.S. Customs FfA contract. 
Conversations with several major airlines as well as the Immigration and Naturalization Service 
have indicated a strong interest in the outcome of a EFT A prototype demonstration. Liaison 
will continue to develop additional interested parties from within the airline industry, the 
Orlando International Airport or other governmental agencies capable of providing funding 
support to the proposed EFT A project. 
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this project are to: 
• Take advantage of recent advances in computer technology which support computer 
delivered speech and text, and pen-based systems; 
• Analyze the requirements to develop a functional EFTA Prototype Testbed. 
• Design and develop a functional EFT A Prototype Testbed having the ability to: 
• present oral and written instructions in a foreign language, 
• receive handwritten input to those instructions, 
• present the handwritten input on screen for review, 
• accept handwritten changes to the input, 
• convert the handwritten change input to printed text-on-screen, 
• accept handwritten changes to edit the printed text-on-screen, 
• present the re-edited final inputted text-on-screen for approval, 
• accept the approved input, and finally, 
• store the data in a structured file to allow retrieval on demand to either print to a 
blank form, display on screen as a completed form or transport the file data as 
required. 
• Evaluate the developed EFT A Prototype Testbed. 
This project is highly feasible because it builds on the existing programs currently under 
development at 1ST. This developmental project will capitalize on the success of several 
ongoing R&D projects at 1ST. These projects include technology developed and funded by the 
Department of Defense (DoD) and the Florida High Technology and Industry Council. Related 
current and planned R&D projects include a joint development with a large commercial textbook 
company to develop an elementary English as a Second Language (ESOL) project using related 
low-cost presentation technology. 
TECHNICAL APPROACH 
The Systems Approach will be used in the phased development of the EFT A prototype. The 
ACCEPT System Prototype Testbed Development Program outlined above identifies several 
critical issues which must be successfully demonstrated for the total System to meet design 
goals. Phases ha.ve been established to allow critical design review and create system decision 
points. The critical issues have been listed as tasks in the Statement of Work section. 
The Ff A system will function as the initial component of the EFT A testbed. This will allow the 
initial Ff A kiosk design to be used as a platfonn to mount a digitizing tablet directly below the 
Ff A keypad and screen. This design will allow the user to view their digitizer pen input as it 
appears on the computer screen for correctness. Once the user is satisfied that the block capital 
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pen input shown on the screen is correct, they will tap the entry block on the digitizing pad. This 
will input the answer and automatically convert it to printed screen text which will appear in the 
appropriate space on the 6059B. The user will sequentially answer the questions found in the 
prototype 6059B developed for the FfA project. After all 14 questions on the the FfA 
Prototype 6059 are filled in, the user will be instructed to review the input for accuracy one final 
time, and then sign the completed form. 
If any question is left unanswered the user will be re-prompted to complete that question. The 
user will be told that they must fill in the 6059B completely to be admitted into the U.S . Failure 
to fill in all of the questions prior to signing the form will call up a screen and voice message with 
instructions to seek further assistance from the EFT A System or from available airline or 
Customs personnel. 
System development phases of the ACCEPT system are: 
• Phase 1, the proof-of concept input phase, the completed 6059B form will be printed and an 
electronic data base will be created on the Ff A host computer. 
• Phase 2, the proof-of-concept transmission phase, an electronic transmission will be 
produced tied into a network, or transferred into a portable individual transmission means 
(Memory Card or Magnetic Boarding Card) or batch transmission (Floppy disk) means. 
• Phase 3, the proof-of-concept integration phase, the ACCEPT system prototype testbed 
will be evaluated to determine if the system can automate the transmission of required data 
needed to create a paperless pre-screening system. 
DELIVERABLES 
Develop and demonstrate a handwriting input device for the proof-of concept 
demonstration testbed for the ACCEPT System. 
Development of the EFT A will be completed within a 6 month period. The developmental goal 
is to analyze, design, and develop a capability which will allow the handwritten input of 
information to complete the Customs Declaration Form 6059B. The previously developed Ff A 
will be used as the basis for the initial testbed demonstration capability. The FfA hardware 
will be modified with an electronic digitizing pad and software will be added which will allow the 
"pen input" of information required to complete the 6059B. The EFT A will present the 6059B 
questions in either Spanish or English. The user will input the information required (printed in 
block capitals) review and accept the answers and sign the completed form. 
This developmental phase will: 
• Convert the existing Ff A for digitized input, 
• develop the handwriting input capability to present and complete the 6059B, 
• recall and print the completed 6059B card from the digitized, handwritten input on demand. 
Specific deliverables include: 
• A proof-of-concept demonstration of the EFTA. 
• A Final report. 








































U. S. CUSTOMS 
ENHANCED FORMS TRANSLATOR ASSIST ANT PROGRAM 
COST PROPOSAL 
DIRECT COSTS 
LABOR (RATES INCLUDE FRINGE BENERTS) 
CO-PRIIIICIPAL INVESTlGATOR MULLALLY 
CO-PRIIIICIPAL INVESTlGATOR KINCAID 
GRADUATE STUDENTS 
TOTAL DIRECT SALARY 
OTHER DIRECT COSTS 
• MATERIALS & SUPPLIES 
• TRAVEL 
• EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL OTHER DIRECT COSTS 
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS (LABOR + ODC) 
INDIRECT COSTS 
· 48% X DIRECT COST LESS EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL COST 
WASHINGTON, DC 
1 PERSON 2 DAYS 2 TRIPS 
1 ROUNDTRIP AII=lFARE@ $376 (CONTRACT RATE) 
RATE ~ 
$25.64 200 
$38 .84 40 
$5 .51 600 
TRAVEL DETAIL 
2 DAYS SUBSISTANCE & LODGING X 1 TRAVELER X $131 PER DAY 
VICINITY MILEAGE (40 MILES X 1 TRAVELER X $0.20 PER MILE) 
LOCAl TRAVEL 
30 ROUNDTRlPS BETWEEN UCF & ORLANOO 
INTERNATlONALAIRPORT (38 MILES X $0.20 PER MILE) 
TOTAL TRAVEL COST 
COST 
$5,128 .00 
$1 ,553 .60 
$3 .306 .00 
$2,000 .00 
$1 ,520 .00 








$8 ,520 .00 
$18 ,507.60 
$6.483 .65 




$7.60 ___ $;...;;2_2_8_.0_0_ 
$1 ,520 .00 
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COST PROPOSAL JUSTIFICATION 
Salaries and Wages: To achieve the projected development goals of the EFT A project a 
moderate level of effort will be required. The project will require the expertise of two faculty 
members, one with project management and system analysis experience and one with 
human-computer interface and performance measurement experience. The level of effort 
required to complete the preliminary design analysis, develop software design proficiency and 
complete the initial Proof-of Concept EFT A will require the commitment of a principal 
investigator and a co-principal investigator. Additionally, two students will be required. 
These students will require a 50% level of support during the regular academic year and a 
100% level of support during the summer. One Graduate student is needed from the human 
factors area to assist in the behavioral factors of the EFTA. Two students will be required to 
provide computer programming support during the initial stages of development. The 
uniqueness of computer-based speech programming will require a minimum of two 
programmers to provide the necessary depth and level of effort required. Salary costs are 
estimated at $9,987.60. 
Materials and Supplies: A moderate level of supplies will be required. Consumable 
supplies used during prototype development will mainly consist of computer supplies, 
presentation materials and brochures. Reproduction costs are included. Total costs 
estimated for supplies is $2,000.00. 
Equipment: An IBM PC AT or 100% clone will be required as the development platform for 
the EFTA. The computer previously used in the PTA development will be used as the 
development platform for the EFTA. Additional hardware and software to support the pen-
based input device will be required. Costs for the required equipment and software are 
estimated at $5,000.00. 
Travel: Travel anticipated will include repeat travel expenses incurred in visiting the EFT A 
prototype test site at the Orlando International Airport. Travel for 2 liaison and 
demonstration trips for the principal investigator to Washington, DC is included. Total 
estimated travel costs are $1,520. 
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Automated Customs Clearing, E xamination, and IPre-screening of 1I'rave lers 
OVERVIEW 
lPROrnC1r A CC CC IE TID "II' 
A 
WHITE lP AlPER 
This paper diseusses a three phase approach for demonstrating and proving the concept 
of a paperless pre-screening process for international airline travelers. The research 
topics presented include the computer presentation, input, transmission and data 
integration into the U.S. Customs "Master Plan for Air Passenger Processing at U.S. 
Airports for thE! 1990's". 
Outlined below are the Background, Introduction, Objectives, Technical Approach, and 
Deliverables for the ACCEPT System research. 
BACKGROUND 
The Institute for Simulation and Training, University of Central Florida, under contract to the 
U.S. Customs Service, has developed a computer assisted Forms Translator Assistant (FTA). 
This Research and Development contract was the result of an unsolicited proposal to the U. S. 
Customs Service:. The unsolicited proposal sought to demonstrate the potential use of the FT A 
as a means to allow foreign visitors, with low or nonexistent English reading skills, to complete 
the U.S . Customs declaration fonns assisted by a low-cost computer presentation. This project 
is on time and has met the objectives of the FT A proposal. 
Those objectives were to: 
• Take advantage of recent advances in computer technology which support computer 
delivered speech and text; 
• Design a functional Fonns Translator Assistant in as short a time as possible; and, 
Produce and test this Fonns Translator Assistant for proof-of-concept within six months (or 
sooner) after program start. 
The demonstrated success of the Fonns Translator Assistant was the first, and most critical, 
step in the devdopment of an Automated Customs Clearing, Examination, and Pre-
screening of Travelers (ACCEPT) system. Without this feasibility demonstration, the 
decision to proceed with the development of a automated, computer-based system to pre-
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screen air travelers could not logically proceed to the next developmental step, a prototype 
testbed. 
INTRODUCTION 
This White Paper outlines a research and development project to determine the system 
requirements and develop a prototype testbed for a paperless U. S. Customs Declaration 
procedure. The basis of this White Paper is an ordered "Systems Approach" to analyze, design, 
develop, and evaluate the ACCEPT system. 
In the analysis and development of the ITA, it became apparent that the development of an 
au tomated capability to complete the Customs declaration forms could be achie ved if a number 
of critical issues could be resolved. These critical issues are: 
• Can the insrructions for completing the Customs declaration forms be presented to the user 
in both text and speech in a selected foreign language via a low-cost, computer based system? 
• Can the user complete the Customs declaration forms using a system which will accept hand 
written information? 
• Can the system receive, store, and reproduce the signature of the user with a high degree of 
accuracy so that it can be introduced as evidence in a court of law if required? 
Can the system provide a means of printing a completed Customs form on demand at any 
time? 
Can the system provide a ponable electronic means to store a personal copy of the data 
which will accompany the passenger while in route? 
• Can the system interface with other sources such as the Advanced Passenger Information 
System (APIS) and from airline ticketing systems? 
Can the system transmit the data collected in a timely fashion to the U.S. Customs Service 
Data Center in a fonnat compatible with the Interagency Border Inspection System (IBIS) and 
the APIS . 
Can the system be made fully compatible with the existing computer based systems within 
the Air Passenger Processing Master Plan for the 1990's. 
If the critical issues listed above can be addressed in a systematic research and development 
program then the goal of 100% automated pre-screening can be achieved by the U.S. Customs 
Service. We propose to develop a prototype testbed to demonstrate that those critical issues 
listed above can be achieved. 
The availability and cooperation of the Greater Orlando Aviation Authority has been sought and 
gained on a previously proposed project to research the ITA prototype development under a 
Florida High Technology and Industry Council grant and under the U.S. Customs ITA contrac t. 
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this project are to: 
Take advantage of recent advances in computer technology which support computer 
del ivered speech and text, and pen-point or pen-input systems; 
• Analyze the requirements to develop a functional ACCEPT Prototype Testbed; and, 
• Design a functional ACCEPT Prototype Testbed; 
• Develop a prototype ACCEPT Testbed; 
• Evaluate the developed ACCEPT Prototype Testbed; 







































Develop Functional Specifications for the ACCEPT System; and, 
Maintain and demonstrate the ACCEPT Prototype System Testbed. 
This project is highly feasible because it builds on the existing programs currently under 
j evelopment at IST. Figure 1 is. a timeline for the ACCEPT System Prototype Testbed 
Development Program. 
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Figure 1. ACCEPT System Protorype Testbed Development Program-
This developmental project will capitalize on the success of several ongoing R&D projects at 
1ST. These projects include technology developed and funded by the Depanment of Defense 









































(DoD) and the Florida High Technology and Industry Council. Related current and planned 
R&D projects include: 
Computer based language instruction. In coope.ration with a large commercial textbook 
company, 1ST is currently developing elementary English as a Second Language (ESOL) 
projects using related low-cost presentation technology. 
• Distributed Interactive Simulation Standards. The project will draw on the expertise of 
the personnel currently involved in developing Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) 
Standards under contract to the Defense Advanced Research Projects (DARPA) and the U. S. 
Army, Project Manager, Training Devices (PM TRADE). 1ST has held a series of five 
workshops to develop the international standards for DIS. 
• Prototype Testbed Development. The project will benefit from the experience of 
developing and maintaining the Intelligent Simulated Forces (ISF) Prototype Testbed for PM 
TRADE. 1ST occupies a unique research position in that it maintains two DARPA funded and 
developed Ml Tank simulators. The University of Central Florida, 1ST, was selected as the 
location of these simulators to provide the greatest possible exposure of this emerging 
technology to industry and academia. 1ST has published widely and hosted a variety of 
symposia and workshops to further the state-of-the-art in distributed, interactive, real-t ime 
training simulation. 
• Artificial Intelligence based Database Search Protocols. 1ST has gained considerable 
expertise in developing DoD Lessons Learned systems. These systems are designed to 
provide the users of large distributed databases the capability to screen and review previous 
incidents for similarities and to learn from that previous experience. Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
based protocols have been developed to assist the user in detailed data searches and in 
designing key words for new inputs. 
TECHNICAL APPROACH 
The Systems Approach will be used in the phased development of the ACCEPT System. The 
ACCEPT System Prototype Testbed Development Program outlined above identifies several 
critical issues which must be successfully demonstrated for the total System to meet design 
goals. Phases have been established to allow critical design review and create system decision 
points. The critical issues have been listed as tasks in the Statement of Work section. 
The FT A system will function as the initial component of the ACCEPT testbed. This will allow 
the initial FT A kiosk design to be used as a platform to mount a digitizing tablet directly below 
the FT A keypad and screen. This design will allow the user to view their digitizer pen input as 
it appears on the computer screen for correctness. Once the user is satisfied that the block 
capital pen input shown on the screen is correct, they will tap the entry block on the digitizing 
pad. This will input the answer and automatically convert it to printed screen text which will 
appear in the appropriate space on the 6059B. The user will sequentially answer the questions 
found in the prototype 6059B developed for the FT A project. After all 14 questions on the the 
FT A Prototype 6059 are filled in, the user will be instructed to review the input for accuracy one 
final time, and then sign the completed form. 







































If any question is left unanswered the user will be re-prompted to complete that question. The 
user will be told that they must fill in the 6059B completely to be admitted into the U .S. Failure 
to fill in all of the questions prior to signing the form will call up a screen and voice message with 
instructions to seek funher assistance from the ACCEPT System or from available airline or 
Customs personnel. If the user fails to fill in the form completely they will be told to expect to 
be delayed upon arrival in the U.S. by Customs Officers while they complete the 6059B form. 
System development phases are: 
• Phase 1, the proof-of concept input phase, the completed 6059B form will be printed and an 
electronic data base will be created on the Ff A host computer. 
• Phase 2, the proof-of-concept transmission phase , an electronic transmission will be 
produced tied into a network, or transferred into a ponable individual rransmission means 
(Memory Card or Magnetic Boarding Card) or batch transmission (Floppy disk) means. 
Phase 3, the proof-of-concept integration phase, the ACCEPT system prototype testbed 
will be evaluated to determine if the system can automate the rransmission of required data 
needed to create a paperless pre-screening system. 
DELIVERABLES 
Phase 1. Develop and demonstrate a handwriting input device for the proof-of concept 
demonstrat ion testbed for the ACCEPT System. 
Phase 1 will be completed within a 12 month period. The goal of phase 1 is to analyze, design, 
and develop a capability which will allow the handwritten input of information to complete the 
Customs Declaration Form 6059B. The previously developed FT A will be used as the basis for 
the initial testbed demonstration capability. The FT A hardware will be modified with an 
electronic digitizing pad and software will be added which will allow the "pen input" of 
information required to complete the 6059B. The FT A will present the 6059B questions in both 
Spanish or English. The user will input the information required (printed in block capitals) 
review and accept the answers and sign the completed form. 
This phase will: 
• Conven the existing FT A for digitized input, 
• develop the handwriting input capability to present and complete the 6059B, 
• develop the capability to capture the x, y, and time constants of the user's signature, 
recall and print the completed 6059B card from the digitized, handwritten input on demand. 
Specific deliverables include: 
• A proof-of-concept input demonstration of the modified Ff A. 
A Phase 1 repon. 
Phase 2. Develop and demonstrate a capability to store, transmit, and accept input from 
other sources for the proof-of concept demonstration testbed for the ACCEPT System. 
Phase 2 will be completed within a 6 month period. The goal of phase 2 is to analyze, design, 
and develop a capability which will allow for the input, storage, and rransmission of electronic 
data to and from the ACCEPT System. The input developed in phase 1 will be analyzed to 
design and develop the capability to capture, store, and transmit the completed 6059B data 
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I 
recorded by individual or flight, and provide for an automated input to the Interagency Bordl 
Inspection System (IBIS) . 
This phase will: I 
• investigate the means to transmit individual user data (memory card, magnetic stripe 
boarding pass, etc.), I 
• investigate the capability to batch transmit (by airline flight) the completed 605 9 
declaration forms (floppy disk, modem, etc.) 
• design and develop the interface protocols to interact with U.S. Customs Service, Newingtl 
Data Center. 
Specific deliverables include: I 
• A proof-of-concept demonstration of the transmission of the completed 6059B data. 
• A Phase 2 report. 
Phase 3. Evaluate and refine the ACCEPT system proof-of concept demonstratiol 
testbed for integration into the Master Plan for the 1990's. 
Phase 3 will be completed within a 6 month period. The goal of phase 3 is to analyze, designl 
and develop the capability of the ACCEPT system to be fully integrated within the automate~ 
systems of the mIS and the "TEC II" system. It is anticipated that the success of Phase 1 ani 
2 will lead to the adoption of the ACCEPT system as the principle automated input device fo 
international airline passenger pre-screening. 
This phase will be used to : I 
• Integrate the ACCEPT system with the Advanced Passenger Infonnation System (APIS ), 
IBIS and the U .S. Customs "Master Plan for Air Passenger Processing at U.S . Airports for the 
1990's" , I 
• complete ACCEPT System proof-of-concept system specifications, 
• design and maintain a testbed for the future development of advanced passenger screening 
systems. I 
Specific deliverables include: 
• A proof-of-concept demonstration of the integration of the ACCEPT System. 
• A Phase 3 report. 
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